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I N I  O R M A T I O N  T O  IJSl RS
T i m  was p ro d u c e d  f r o m  a c o p y  o f  a d o c u m e n t  sent to  us fo r  m ic r o f i lm in g .  W h ile  the 
m os t advanced te ch n o lo g ic a l  means to  p h o to g ra p h  and  rep ro d u ce  th is  d o c u m e n t  
have heen used, the q u a l i t y  is heav i ly  d epen den t u p o n  the q u a l i ty  o f  the  m a te r ia l  
sti l im i t  ted.
T h e  f a l lo w in g  e x p la n a t io n  o f  tech n iq u e s  is p ro v id e d  to  h e lp  yo u  u n d e rs ta n d  
m a rk in g s  o r  n o ta t io n s  w h ic h  m ay  appear 011 th is re p ro d u c t io n .
1. T he  sign o r  “ ta rg e t”  f o r  pages a p p a re n t ly  la ck in g  f r o m  the d o c u m e n t
- g raphed  is “ M iss ing l \ ige (s> ” . I f  i t  was possib le  to  o b ta in  the m iss ing 
page!s i o r  sec t ion ,  th e y  are sp l iced  in to  the  f i lm  a long  w i th  ad jacen t pages. 
T h is  m ay have necessita ted c u t t in g  th ro u g h  an image and d u p l ic a t in g  
ad jacen t pages to assure yo u  o f  c , ‘ ete c o n t in u i t y .
2 , W hen an image on  the f i lm  is o b l i te ra te d  w i th  a ro u n d  b lack  m a rk  i t  is an 
in d ic a t io n  tha t the f i lm  in s p e c to r  n o t ic e d  e i th e r  b lu r re d  c o p y  because o f  
m o v e m e n t  d u r in g  ex p o su re ,  o r  * , “ cate co p y .  Unless we m ean t to  de le te  
c o p y r ig h te d  m a te r ia ls  th a t s h o u ld  n o t  have been f i lm e d ,  y o u  w i l l  f in d  a 
good  im age of the page in the  ad jacen t f ram e.
.V W hen a m ap. d ra w in g  o r  c ha r t ,  e tc., is part  o f  the m a te r ia l  be ing  p h o to ­
graphed  the p h o to g ra p h e r  has fo l lo w e d  a d e f in i te  m e th o d  in " s e c t io n in g ”  
the  m a te r ia l .  It is c u s to m a ry  to  beg in  f i lm in g  at the u p p e r  le f t  hand  c o rn e r  
o f  a large sheet and to  c o n t in u e  f r o m  le f t  to  r ig h t  in equa l sections w i t h  
sm a ll  overlaps. I f  necessary, s e c t io n in g  is c o n t in u e d  again beg inn ing  
b e lo w  the f i r s t  row  and c o n t in u in g  011 u n t i l  c o m p le te .
4 . T o r  any  i l lu s t ra t io n s  th a t  c a n n o t  be re p ro d u c e d  s a t is fa c to r i ly  by 
x e ro g ra p h y ,  p h o to g ra p h ic  p r in ts  can be purchased at ■ d d i t io n a l  cost and 
t ip p e d  in to  y o u r  xe ro g ra p h ic  c o p y .  Requests can tx* m ade to  o u r  
D isse r ta t io n s  C u s to m e r  Services D e p a r tm e n t .
5. Some pages in  any d o c u m e n t  m a y  have in d is t in c t  p r in t .  In  all cases we 
have f i lm e d  the best ava i lab le  c o p y .
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ABSTRACT
The present study seeks primarily to resolve a conflict in the 
literature regarding the cause of precommunication attitude change. 
One group of researchers favor a dissonance theory explanation for 
the shift arguing that attitudes change because listeners seek to 
relieve stress or dissonance in their minds caused by the knowledge 
that there exists an attitude toward a topic that is different from 
their own. Another theory maintains that the attitude shift occurs 
because listeners take a "wait and see" attitude in preparation for a 
speech.
Using a Likert attitude measure 553 students in beginning 
speech classes were tested on their attitudes toward five target 
topics. From the results of this pretest, 272 subjects were selected 
who had moderate attitudes toward the topic of "Should Public 
Employees be Allowed to strike?" These students were called 
individually on the telephone and asked on an appointment basis to 
participate in a marketing survey for felt tipped pens.
After conducting the survey and giving a free pen, the 
researcher administered the experimental treatment. One half of the 
subjects were told they had no choice but to stay for a persuasive 
speech and an "attitude survey" while the other half were told they 
did have a choice. Within each of these groups, one half of the 
subjects were told that the speech by a credible speaker advocated 
the right of public employees to strike while the other half of the
vi i i
subjects were told that the speaker advocated the opposi te view. 
They were asked to fill out a short attitude survey before they heard 
the speech,
A similar method was used to gather data on a public smoking 
issue. Subjects were debriefed on the purpose of the experiment.
The test of which theory was more correct involved two factors; 
the di rect ion of att i tude change arid the effect of subject choice. 
Dissonance theory predicts attitudes will move toward the position 
of the speaker, while moderation theory predicts the attitudes will 
move toward the middle of the scale regardless of the position 
advocated by the speaker. Concerning subject choice, dissonance 
theory clearly predicts that if a subject is given a choice, the
att i tude change will be greater than i f the subject is not given a 
choice.
In general, all attitudes moved in the direction of being in 
favor of the right of public employees to strike. This was a general 
trend regardless of choice or speaker position. Most of the poor 
results may perhaps be explained by events that took place in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana, during the time the experiment was being
conducted. Public school teachers went on strike and this strike
seemed to influence attitudes more than the treatments given to the
subjects.
The smoking in public issue data does not seem to statistically 
support the dissonance explanation of precommunication attitude
ix
change. The direction of the attitude changes of all of the 
treatment groups does seem to support this explanation.
In summary, there are few areas of statistical significance in 
the experimental data, and the data do not permit sharp conclusions 
to be drawn. The primary support for the dissonance explanation 
comes from the directions in which all the means seem to move. The 
evidence of a choice main effect seems weaker still. Studies of 
other explanations of the forewarning effect are needed.
x
INTRODUCTION
For centuries, speech theorists and educators have assumed that 
persuasive speeches cause attitude change. Indeed most colleges and 
universities offer a course in persuasive public address. In the 
Last twenty or thirty years a number of speech theorists and others 
have carried out experimental research in an effort to confirm this 
basic assumption. Research in the speech field as well as a vast 
amount of research in social psychology confirms the hypothesis that 
a persuasive appeal to an audience or an individual will in fact 
cause att i tudes to change.
In the past twenty years, a significant amount of evidence has 
also indicated an effect called precommunication attitude change. 
Researchers have found that if an audience or an individual is warned 
that they are about to hear a speech advocating a particular 
position, that this warning in and of itself will cause an attitude 
shift. The basic areas of controversy have been the cause and the 
direction of precommunication attitude shift. Though this research 
on precommunication attitude shift has been carried out entirely in 
the social psychology field, the results challenge the assumptions 
of the speech field that the speech text, speaker, and manner of 
delivery cause attitudes to change.
Importance of the Study
The present study seeks primarily to resolve a conflict in the 
literature regarding the cause of precommunication attitude change
-1-
2because of the importance of the possible findings, especially to the 
field of speech. Theorists have proposed two explanations for the 
effect, each predicting a different direction of shift. One group of 
researchers favor a dissonance theory explanation for the shift. 
They argue that attitudes change because listeners seek to relieve 
stress or dissonance in their minds caused by the knowledge that 
there exists an attitude toward a topic that is different from their 
own. They further propose that the amount of attitude shift is much 
greater if the subject has voluntarily chosen to hear the discrepant 
communication than if the subject has no choice but to listen to the 
discrepant communication. Indeed, to dissonance theory the element 
of choice is primary to the creation of a feeling of discrepancy. 
Without choice there is little dissonance. A listener changes his 
attitude toward a speaker's position in order to reduce the stress cr 
dissonance. Another theory is that attitude shift always moves 
toward the middle of the scale regardless of the position advocated 
by the speaker. This theory maintains that the attitude shift occurs 
because listeners want to feel safe and prepare themselves by moving 
toward a middle position. From this position, they can take a "wait 
and see" attitude in preparation for a speech. These theorists 
believe choice does not play a major role in the attitude change.
There are four reasons why the present study is important. 
First, a resolution of the conflict between the two theoretical 
causes of the precommunication attitude shift would be a 
contribution toward understanding the effect. Second, no research 
supporting a dissonance theory explanation has included a
3traditionally important dissonance variable, that is, the choice by 
the subject of whether or not to listen to the speech. The inclusion 
of this variable would make a contribution to the understanding of 
the effect and further assist in resolving the cause of the effect.
Third, resolution of the above conflict is important to speech 
theory. If dissonance theory is correct and attifd^s move toward 
the speaker's position, then the concept of a forewarning effect 
strikes at the heart of speech theory. It says that perhaps a good 
bit of the attitude change from listening to a persuasive speech may 
come from the simple warning that the individual is about to hear a 
speech, not from the persuasive appeals contained in the speech 
itself. This effect would thus minimize the importance of the 
persuasive appeals of the speaker and maximize the importance of a 
chance occurrence, the knowledge that one is about to hear a 
persuasive appeal.
If the alternative theory is correct, that the individual 
always moves toward the middle of the scale, then this effect could 
emphasize the importance of the speech itself. Previous speech 
researchers and social psychologists have established that attitudes 
do change from the original position of the listener to the final 
attitude of the listener If it is correct that the precommunication 
attitude change is toward the middle of the scale, then the true 
effect of the speech itself may be much greater. The warning could 
have caused the listener to move toward the middle of tha scale, and 
then the speech itself could have caused the attitude of the listener
4to move toward the direction of the speaker.
Finally, an understanding of precommunication attitude change 
also has importance for research in the speech field. Researchers 
need to be aware of the effect and in treatments take care not to 
warn subjects about the direction to be advocated by the speaker. 
The present study, therefore, sought answers to the following 
questions: What is the direction of precommunication attitude
change? What are the causes of precommunication attitude change? 
What role does subject choice play in the event? Finally, what are 
the implications of the results of this study for the speech field? 
Formal Definition of Terms
The experimental literature relating to the forewarning effect 
seems to indicate that under certain conditions if one gives a 
subject a message telling him that he is about to receive a 
communication advocating a certain attitudinal position, then this 
"precommunication" will cause an attitude change toward the upcoming 
message even before the message is actually presented. This change 
in attitude is called variously, a "precommunication attitude 
change" or a "forewarning attitude change" or an "anticipatory 
attitude change," In this study, the term precommunication attitude 
change will be used.
Brief Overview of Methodology
A pre-pretest was conducted in a large men's dormitory at 
Louisiana State University in an attempt to find a speech topic which 
had a bimodal attitude distribution, a topic on which the general
5populat ion had neither extreme nor neutral att itudes. From the 
results of the pre-pretest, six topics were selected which had the 
most nearly bimodal attitude distribution. A Likert attitude 
measuring test was constructed consisting of five statements for 
each of the six topics. This pretest, claiming to be a search for 
possible topics for the LSU Speech Forum which is a popular monthly 
debate held on campus, was administered to 553 students in beginning 
speech classes.
From the results of the pretest, 272 students with moderate 
attitudes on the selected primary topic were contacted. From the 272 
students, the experimenter was successful in making appointments 
with 120 subjects to appear individually in the LSU Union in a small 
leased room at an appointed time for a "marketing survey" on felt- 
tipped pens.
The student was given a free pen for his or her participation in 
the survey and then given the experimental treatment. One half of 
the subjects were asked to make a choice regarding whether or not 
they would stay to hear a short speech on a tape recorder and then 
fill out an attitude survey. The other half were told they had no 
choice in the matter, they had to stay for the speech. Within each 
of these groups, one-half of the subjects were told they were going 
to hear a speech by a labor specialist arguing strongly in favor of 
the right of public employees to strike. The other half of the 
subjects were told the speaker would argue against the right of 
public employees to strike. After this statement, the subjects were
6asked to fill out a short attitude survey, (the same statements 
contained in the pretest).
In order to gather data for a possible future study, subjects 
who also fell in the moderate attitude range for another issue were 
additionally given a treatment on this topic, the right of smokers to 
smoke in public places.
Therefore data were gathered for a 2X2X2 experimental design 
with two initial attitude levels (for and against), two levels of 
choice (choice and no choice) and two levels of advocacy (for and 
against the topic). Data were gathered in all eight cells for two 
topics.
The post test data were used to determine the viability of two 
primary hypotheses: that there would be greater attitude change in 
the choice condition than the no choice condition and that the 
attitudes would move toward the speaker, not toward the middle of the 
scale. First, if subject choice had an effect upon the resulting 
attitudes, then this would argue for a dissonance explanation of the 
forewarning attitude change. Also subjects in the choice condition 
would tend to undergo greater attitude change than those subjects in 
the no choice condition. If choice did not have an effect, then the 
moderation theory would be supported.
Second, if the attitudes in both the for and against treatment 
groups tended to move toward the middle, the moderation hypothesis 
would be supported. If the attitudes always moved toward the 
speaker, then a dissonance explanation of attitude change would be
7favored. If neither of the above occurred, or if mixed results were 
obtained, this could argue for a new theory.
Chapter Outline ot Dissertation
The second chapter of this study will summarize the research 
that has been done in the area of precommunication attitude change. 
The third chapter will indicate the methodology used to make 
measurements for this particular study, and the fourth chapter will 
summarize the results and conclusions of the research.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Broad Outline of the Development of Forewarning Research
The earliest experiments did not have forewarning as their 
primary goal. In a very early study (Ewing, 1942), two groups were 
given a written communication. In the introduction to the 
communication, one group was led to expect a very strong advocacy of 
an extreme viewpoint. Another group was led to expect advocacy of 
the position held by the listeners. The results indicated that those 
subjects expecting a counterattitudinal communication were less 
influenced by the communication.
The study gave the expected result, so further research did not 
come until 1961. In a study by Allyn and Festinger (1961), an 
"opinion oriented" group of subjects were told to expect a 
communication by a person who advocated a very strong position in a 
certain direction. Another group of subjects ("personality 
oriented") were asked to "size up" an adult who would soon speak to 
them. The study's aim was not the study of forewarning but a study 
to determine whether subjects would derogate the speaker or the 
opinion when faced with a communication with which they disagreed. 
The results indicated that if subjects are led to expect that the 
communicator will disagree with them, they reject the communicator 
more and are less influenced by the communication than if they i ad 
heard an unanticipated persuasive communication.
-8-
9Pestinger and Maccoby (quoted in Freedman and Sears, 1965)
point out that there are serious problems associated with this study 
insofar as a forewarning effect is concerned. Since the subjects 
were asked to pay close attention to the personality of the speaker, 
it perhaps kept them from generating resistance to persuasion. The
study's results are weak relative to the forewarning effect.
It was not until 1962 that forewarning research was 
intensified. In that year, William J. McGuire performed an
experiment to develop his "innoculation" theory. He felt that by 
giving the listener a slight amount of the attack on his belief 
system before the attack he would be able to reduce the effect of the 
attacking arguments. McGuire developed his ideas in the early 1960's 
when some of the general population of the United States feared 
brainwashing by communists. Most of his research dealt with 
"cultural truisms," ideas or attitudes generally accepted by the 
American population.
Within one of his exper iments, McGuire wanted to know i f 
forewarning of a forthcoming attack on beliefs would strengthen the 
preattack innoculation. He found that forewarning did increase the 
power of a preattack refutational message; attitudes dropped 1.87 
points without forewarning and 1.74 points with forewarning, a 
difference significant at less than 0.05. McGuire's design enabled 
him to isolate the effect of only the forewarning on the resultant 
attitude change. To his amazement "the beliefs after attacks not 
preceded by a defense are actually lower in the forewarning condition 
than in the no forewarning condition" (9.95 vs. 10.23). In other
10
words forewarning before an attack on belief may enhance the attitude
change caused by the attack all by itself. McGuire advised:
Hence on occasions when we wish a person to maintain his 
beliefs at a high level but are unable to defend these 
beliefs in advance, it might be unwise to threaten that his 
beliefs may be attacked. But when there will be an 
opportunity to defend the beliefs in advance, then, as has 
been demonstrated above, it is wise to forewarn the person 
of the possibility of attack before the defenses are 
presented.
McGuire's research raised new questions about the forewarning of a 
communication and the possible resultant attitude change.
After the McGuire study established that under certain 
circumstances a forewarning effect did indeed occur, the number and 
intensity of studies increased. McGuire continued to investigate 
the phenomenon (McGuire and Papageorgis, 1961; Papageorgis and 
McGuire, 1961; McGuire and Papageorgis, 196 2; McGuire and Mi 1lman, 
1965). Papageorgis also actively studied the phenomenon in the early 
1960's and wrote the definitive summary found in the 1968 
Psychological Builetin.
The first major issue in the literature involved the effect of 
forewarning. Some studies showed that forewarning a person of an 
impending attack on his beliefs either nullified the attack or caused 
the attitude change to move away from the forewarning, while other 
studies showed that forewarning caused the attitudes to move toward 
the forewarning. These issues will be examined in detail 
subsequently. The research in the late 1960's sought to determine 
the basic causes of the forewarning effect and produced the three 
predominant theories. These will also be detailed later.
For about four years (1969-1972) , there were only a few studies 
on the subject, but since 1973 there has been renewed interest in the 
topic. R. G. Hass has performed a number of experiments reexamining 
the statistical validity of a forewarning effect and proposing a new 
interpretation of the data.
Detailed Review of the Literature
To perform a more detailed review of the literature, four areas 
must be examined: the variables that have been studied in conjunction 
with the forewarning effect; the kinds of studies performed; the 
early boomerang effect/attitude change controversy; and the research 
into causal explanations of the forewarning effect.
Variables Studied with Forewarning
At least seven variables have been manipulated with respect to 
the forewarning effect. One study by Hollander (1974) investigated 
these variables: sex of the listener; whether or not the forewarning 
forewarned of a persuasive message; and whether or not the topic of 
the coming message was contained in the forewarning. Hollander found 
that a greater attitude shift occurred in females than in males. He 
found support for the belief that forewarning of a persuasive message 
causes more attitude change than just the warning of a message. He 
found a very significant topic main effect. A personal message ("you 
should join the peace corps") causes greater attitude change than a 
less personal message ("people should join the peace corps"). 
McGuire and Millman (1965) varied the emotionality of the message. 
This study will be examined in greater detail later.
Personal Involvement's Relation to Forewarning
Apsler and Sears (1968) varied the personal involvement of the 
listener in the subject of the communication. They found that
warning produced more attitude change than no warning with low 
personal involvement and less change than no warning with high
personal involvement. Wicklund, Cooper, and Linder (1967) varied 
"expected effort (commitment).” If an individual commits himself to 
be exposed to a counterattifudinal communication, positive attitude 
change prior to exposure will occur in direct proportion to the
amount of effort he expects to exert in order to hear the 
communication. In other words, W, C, 4 L found that the longer the 
subjects had to wait to hear the speech, the more the attitude
change. Linder, Cooper, and Wicklund (1968) replicated the 
aforementioned study and refined the commitment effect. They let the 
subiect choose whether or not to listen to the speech before the 
speech was given. Again the hypothesis was confirmed; there was more 
attitude change among those who chose than among those who did not 
have a choice. However this variable was mixed with another 
variable. In addition to choice, the subjects were told of an 
effortful pre-exposure task after this decision had been made. 
Therefore the study did not really test the decision variable by 
i tself.
Commitment^ Relation to Forewarning
Kiesler (1971) also varied the commitment by manipulation of 
subjects' public commitment to their own point of view. He found 
this to be an important determinant of the effects of forewarning,
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with greater commitment leading to stronger resistance to influence. 
Delay of Communication and its Relation to Forewarning
Hass and Grady (1975) varied the delay of the communication 
after the forewarning had been given. Subjects were forewarned 
either 10 minutes before or just before the communication of the 
speaker’s topic and position, persuasive intent, or topic only. As 
hypothesized, forewarning of the persuasive intent inhibited 
persuasion regardless of the length of delay, but forewarning of the 
topic and position required a delay in order to confer resistance to 
subsequent persuasion. It is interesting to note that although 
forewarning of persuasive intent with no delay reduced persuasion, 
both forewarning of topic and position and forewarning of topic only 
(without delay) increased persuasive effect over the control group. 
No statistical analysis was done of the data but the data indicate 
these results. In this experiment, a higher score indicated greater 
persuasion. A control group (no forewarning) registered 8.2, the 
topic and position forewarning registered 8.4, the topic only 
forewarning registered 8.85, while the persuasive intent forewarning 
registered 2.17.
Environments Used by Forewarning Researchers
Besides examining various variables, researchers have studied 
the forewarning effect in a number of environments. Most of the 
experiments have examined the phenomenon in speech situations. 
Either an individual is warned he is about to listen to a speech on a 
tape recorder or a group is given a similar treatment. Some
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classroom settings have been used (Dean, Austin, and Watts, 1971) as 
have group discussion formats (Tuddenham, 1959).
Two Main Effects of Forewarning 
Reduction of Persuasion
Two main effects of forewarning have been found. Some studies 
show that forewarning a person of an impending attack on his beliefs 
either nullifies the attack or produces a boomerang effect. Kiesler 
and Kiesler (1964) had subjects read a communication which contained 
a footnote on the first page warning them about the subject of the 
article, which was to be counterattitudinal. Another group had to 
wait until the last page to discover the footnote (afterwarned 
subjects). K & K had two other control groups (no footnote and no 
footnote or article). The results showed that those forewarned were 
less influenced by the communication than those who either read the 
footnote at the end of the article or did not read the footnote at 
all. The forewarned subjects moved 0.13 toward their own position. 
The after warned moved 2.11 toward the communication (scale of 13). 
Thus Keisler & Keisler interpret these results as indicating a 
boomerang effect - not only is the persuasive impact nullified but 
the attitude of the listener is intensified. One may take exception 
to these findings, however, because the footnote stated "This 
article taken from the recent book 'Techniques of Persuasion1 by R. 
J. Friedley." It would appear the footnote did not adequately inform 
the subjects that the article was counterattitudinal, and it 
confounded source credibility with the variable being measured. The 
boomerang effect has been found in other studies including the
previously mentioned study by Allyn and Festinger (1961) and the very 
early study cited earlier (Ewing, 1942) .
A study by Freedman and Sears (1965) is perhaps the strongest 
one showing that forewarning sometimes reduces persuasion. They 
used a large number of high school students in a pretest-speech- 
posttest procedure. The speech advocated not allowing teenagers 
driving privileges, an obviously unpopular attitude. After the 
speech, the attitude change was measured for three treatment groups; 
no warning, two minute warning before the speech and 10 minute 
warning before the speech. They found that all attitudes shifted 
toward the communicator, but the shift was greater in the no warning 
than in the 2 or 10 minute warning (mean attitude shifts of 1.54, 
0.94, and 0.55 respectively). The original attitude was extreme 
(3.75 oi a 14 point scale, 1 being a feeling that teenagers should 
drive), and the topic was emotional and personal for the subjects. 
Augmentation of Persuasion
W. J. McGuire has been the most prolific proponent of the other 
side of the issue, namely that the subject when forewarned will 
abandon his attitudinal position and will at least partially take up 
the attitudinal position advocated by the attack. The key McGuire 
study in 1962 was cited earlier. Many of the studies mentioned 
earlier dealing with many variables (Hollander, 1974; McGuire and 
Millman, 1965; Apsler and Sears, 1968; Wicklund, Cooper, and Linder, 
1967; Linder, Cooper, and Wicklund, 1968) have all shown a 
forewarning effect. There is a significant amount of evidence that 
given certain conditions, a forewarning effect occurs. Much
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research in the forewarning area has gone toward trying to determine 
the exact conditions within which this forewarning effect occurs.
McGuire has suggested that there are several limiting factors 
such as type of issue and ambiguity of initial attitude (McGuire and 
Millman, 1962). McGuire argues that if the issue is an emotional, 
nontechnical, and unverifiable one in which self-esteem is involved, 
then forewarning will cause an attitude change. When faced with a 
technical verifiable issue, the subject will not tend to change the 
attitude during the forewarning, but the attitude change will most 
likely occur during the actual communication. To explain this result 
he proposes a self-esteem explanation of the forewarning effect, and 
this will be discussed later. In his experiment, there was more 
belief lowering on an emotional issue than on a technical one 
(significant at 0.05 level).
McGuire's second limitation states that when a subject’s 
opinion on an issue is ambiguous and relatively unformed, it will be 
easier for him to distort his own views and thus change his attitude 
(McGuire and Anderson, 1959; Sears, Freedman, and O'Connor, 1964). 
Keisler (1971, pg. 9B) did a similar study and found the opposite 
effect. However he himself admitted the study was poorly designed 
and the results confounded by a poor choice of topics. McGuire first 
proposed, then experimentally disproved, a limitation based on 
source credibility (McGuire and Millman, 1962).
Dissonance Cause of Forewarning
Several causal explanations of anticipatory attitude change 
were and are still being proposed. Since the forewarning effect
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itself was discovered in dissonance related experiments, the most 
widely held explanation of the forewarning effect centers on a 
dissonance explanation.
The basic component of dissonance theory is cognitive 
"knowledges" about various objects, primarily beliefs, opinions, and 
attitudes. Two cognitive elements may have relevant or irrelevant 
relationships between them. Attitude change is often caused by 
cognitive elements that have relevant relationships. If a person
possesses information relating two events, then the relationship 
between the events is of relevance for that person.
Relevant relat ionships are of two types, dissonant and 
consonant. According to Festinger (1957), "two elements are in a 
dissonant relation if, considering these two alone, the obverse of 
one element would follow from the other" (p. 13). If for example, 
one opposes the legalization of marijuana and votes for a candidate 
proposing such legalization, there is a dissonant relationship. A 
person's vote normally "follows from" one's belief.
Consonant relationships imply that one cognitive element 
follows from another. The magnitude of the dissonance between 
cognitive elements is dependent upon both the importance of the 
elements and the proportion of relevant elements that are dissonant. 
Cognitive dissonance gives rise to a pressure to reduce dissonance. 
Dissonance reduction can be accomplished in three ways: Changing a
behavioral cognitive element, changing an environmental cognitive 
element or adding new cognitive elements.
Those who had been studying dissonance in an attitude change
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context were creating dissonance in the listener by having a 
communicator advocate a posi tion contrary to the 1istener1s 
position. This created dissonance in the listeners which caused them 
to shift their attitudes toward the communicator's attitude in order 
to reduce dissonance. The dissonance-reduction theorists applied 
their theory to the forewarning effect. The theorists' reasoned that 
the listeners were reducing dissonance by shifting their attitude 
position in preparation for the forthcoming communication. The 
result was called "anticipatory belief lowering," which was seen to 
be caused by dissonance. As Festinger himself predicted, "One 
dissonance-reducing mechanism is to react to a forewarning that 
one's be lief will be at tacked wi th a preparatory reduct ion in the 
belief level" (Festinger, 1957).
Self-Esteem Cause of Forewarning
McGuire and Millman (1965) developed a self-esteem explanation. 
They argued that a person's seeing of himself as gullible or 
susceptible to persuasion was damaging to his self-esteem. Thus when 
a person anticipated receiving a persuasive attack, he avoided the 
possibility of appearing gullible and protected his self-esteem by 
changing his attitudinal position in the expected direction of the 
attack prior to actual message reception.
To test their theory they varied listener expectation of a 
technical versus emotional communication and the credibility of the 
speaker. McGuire and Millman argued that if self-esteem were 
operating, attitude change due to forewarning would be greater on 
emotional than on technical issues, because changing one1s opinion
on a technical i ssue can be interpreted as an openness to 
information, intellectual flexibility, and ability to assimilate new 
information, all desirable traits. The listener would want to make 
his emotional changes before the speech, leaving the attitude 
changes attributable to "intellectual ism" until after the speech. 
Concerning the credibility issue, the believer was thought likely to 
undergo anticipatory attitude change to the extent he expected the 
impending attack to produce a great deal of change (higher credible 
source). The experimenters found significantly more change on the 
emotional issue than on the technical issue (.01 level). There was 
no significant difference in opinion change caused by source 
credibi1i ty.
The self-esteem hypothesis was further tested by Cooper and 
Jones in 1970. They argued that self-esteem played a much greater 
role in the attitude change if the subject anticipated a persuasive 
communication. Anticipation of persuasive attack would make 
subjects truly anxious about their gullibility, and anticipatory 
attitude change should occur. In a disguised persuasive context, 
self-esteem considerations would be much less likely to enter the 
picture. The experimenters found that indeed this variable did have 
a significant effect on the results. Those subjects who anticipated 
hearing a persuasive communication had significantly more change in 
belief than those who expected to hear a "recognition and recall" 
commmunication. Cooper and Jones also hypothesized that the 
anticipation of a communication was essential to precommunication 
attitude change. Indeed they found that opinion change was much
greater for subjects who anticipated listening to the communication 
than for subjects who were told the recording had been deunaged in
shipment and could not be used.
One of the more direct tests of the self-esteem explanation of 
anticipatory attitude change came in a study by Kay Deaux (1972). In 
one exper iment, she manipulated self-esteem by first giving 
"personality tests," then tel1ing the subjects the results of the 
test. One group of subjects were told that the tests revealed high 
levels of self-confidence, and another group was told that the tests 
revealed low levels of self-confidence. When each group was tested 
in a forewarning experiment the attitude change variable was found to 
be non-significant, so a second experiment was conducted using 
actual self-esteem measurements from the Texas Social Behavior 
Inventory■ In this experiment, Deaux had three levels of measured 
self-esteem, two levels of manipulated self-esteem, and two levels 
of speaker prestige. Neither measured nor manipulated self-esteem 
was found to be significantly related to anticipatory attitude 
change. She suggested, alternatively, that the subject was not 
assessing the probability of being persuaded (thus modifying his 
posi tion), but that the subject was solely concerned wi th
preservation of his initial position in the face of opposition. By
this line of reasoning, the individual attempted to maintain a 
position of flexibility, from which he could move either toward or 
away from the communicator's position. This would be typical of a 
college student. Deaux also felt that when the listener was in 
considerable doubt about his own attitude position, he would
exaggerate his attitude shift in order to appear more like the 
forthcoming communication.
Both of the above two theories (dissonance and self-esteem) 
predict that when the attitude of the listener and expected speaker 
position are dissonant, an attitude shift toward the speaker's 
position will occur. The most recent attempt to explain anticipatory 
attitude change differs from the above theories in that under certain 
conditions it predicts a shift in attitude away from the position of 
the forthcoming communication. This new explanation is the 
Moderation Theory of Hass (197 j).
"Wait-and-See" Cause of Forewarning
Hass, in his review of the literature, found one common trait 
among forewarning studies. When anticipatory attitude change 
occurred, the subject's initial attitude was moderate, topic 
knowledge and commitment were low, and the subject was not closed to 
new information on the issue. Hass offered an alternative 
explanation of anticipatory attitude change. He called it a "wait- 
and-see" orientation. When subjects were faced with an expert 
communicator, when they were relatively open to new information, and 
when they possessed only basic knowledge of the subject, Hass felt 
that it was normal for them to adopt a wait-and-see stance. In other 
words, a shift to the middle of the scale would not be surprising. 
He felt that many experimenters have interpreted this shift to the 
middle of the attitude scale as a shift toward the anticipated 
position of the communicator. Thus Hass predicted that given the 
above conditions and a subject who knew that the position of the
upcoming communication would be contrary to his held position, a 
moderating of the attitude position would occur. The attitude would 
shift toward a neutral position.
Hass tested his theory with two experiments. The first revealed 
mixed results which could be interpreted to prove either the 
moderation or the dissonance explanation. The second strongly
supported the moderation explanation. On a 43 point scale, subjects 
who perceived the speaker to be at 33 moved from 12.19 to 18.13
(toward the speaker). Those subjects in another experimental 
condition who perceived the position of the speaker to be at 4.44 
moved from 12.19 to 14.06 (away from the speaker). Thus the 
attitudes in both experimental conditions moved toward the center of 
the scale? they moderated.
It should be noted that although Hass found that previous
studies lacked a choice variable, he did not use this variable in his 
two experiments. In both experiments, subjects thought they had no 
choice but to listen to the forthcoming communication, a situation 
that dissonance theorists would say contained a very low commitment 
effect.
Purpose of This Study
This study takes a closer look at the conflict between what is 
essentially a dissonance theory explanation and the moderation
explanation. To include the self-esteem explanation would have made 
the experiment unmanageable and thus this variable was ignored.
First, concerning the variable of attitude difference, if the 
attitude of the subject and the expected attitude of the forthcoming
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speaker are in the same direction, dissonance theory predicts that 
there will be a siight change in attitude, perhaps a change toward 
the speaker. Assume position one is agree and position seven is 
disagree. Also assume the listener is at three and the listener is 
forewarned of a speech at position one. Dissonance theory would 
predict a movement to position two. The moderation hypothesis 
predicts a change in attitude away from the speaker's position toward 
the neutral position. Given the same circumstances above, 
moderation theory would predict a movement to position four.
Secondly, even though the variable of choice has had an 
illustrious history in dissonance theory it has never been varied 
relative to the forewarning effect. Brehm and Cohen (1962) made a 
major contr ibution to di ssonance research when they concluded that 
volition and commitment are central to dissonance production. A 
person may know all the pros and cons of cigarette versus cigar 
smoking, yet before there is a commitment to either cigars or 
cigarettes, the knowledge of pros and cons have no power to arouse 
dissonance. Commitment is linked to decision freedom as is
demonstrated by the fact that if one is forced to choose cigars, then 
very little dissonance will be aroused. The choice has a scapegoat, 
"he made me do it" orientation. On the other hand, free choice 
arouses much more dissonance.
The moderation hypothesis has not been tested with respect to 
choice. Thus one must predict that it would not make a difference as 
far as results are concerned.
Thus we have an almost unquestioned phenomenon. Whenever a
forewarning is given that a persuasive communication is coming and 
the advocated position of this communication is given, a 
precommunication attitude shift will occur. The conflict in the 
literature concerns why the shift occurs. Each theory makes a 
prediction as to the direction of the shift.
Dissonance theory sees the attitude of the subject and the 
attitude position of the communication as a dissonant relationship. 
To resolve this dissonance the attitude of the subject moves toward 
the expected position of the speaker. This phenomenon is called 
anticipatory attitude change.
Another theory postulates that a listener is seeking "safety" 
and feels the safest position to take prior to hearing a persuasive 
speech is a moderate position. This position allows the listener 
either to retain his original position from a defensive standpoint or 
truly modify his position, all the while retaining the image of 
openness and objectivity. Thus, the theory predicts that in a 
forewarning situation, no matter what the upcoming position of the 
speaker, the listener will move toward the middle or moderate 
position of the attitudinal scale.
One of the two theories is closer to the truth or an entirely 
different theory is possible. Either the attitudes will moderate or 
they will move in all cases toward the position of the speaker. To 
determine this, this study employs a design which will make a 
determination of which causal effect is at work. The study goes 
further to examine the possibility that "choice of whether or not to 
hear the speech" may determine the reason for previously different 
experimental results.
METHODOLOGY
Because of a complex methodology, the following outline will be 
used: first, certain key methodological problems and their solutions 
will be outlined; and second, a detailed description of the 
methodology will be presented. The detailed description will 
include pre-pretest construction and execution, pretest 
construction, pretest execution, posttest construction, and 
posttest execution.
There were four key methodological problems. The first one was 
how to find a topic which had a bimodal distribution of attitudes. 
The experimental design called for subjects who had moderate 
attitudes for and against the topic, attitudes that were neither 
extreme nor neutral. This was needed for two reasons. First, if a 
topic could b»- found that had u bimodal attitude distribution, the 
same subjects that were used for the pretest could be used for the 
posttest, since the majority of the subjects' attitudes would be in 
the ranges needed. Even if the ideal were not possible, a topic was 
needed that had a fairly bimodal distribution in order to maximize 
the percentage of subjects obtainable from the pretest population. 
Second, and most important, the experiment needed subjects on both 
sides of the issue so that for each group, treatments could be given 
that were consonant and dissonant, treatments that were on the same 
side of the issue and on the opposite side of the issue.
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In order to solve this particular methological problem a pre- 
pretest was conducted in a dormitory measuring attitudes on a large 
number of topics. Sixteen topics were included in this pre-pretest. 
The aim was to determine which topics were prime topics for the 
study.
The second methodological problem grew out of the first. It 
soon became obvious that the ideal topic could not be found. 
Therefore, it appeared that the pretest and posttest would have to be 
separated. The pretest could be done in classrooms, but the posttest 
would have to be conducted in individual sessions with individual 
students. This presented the second methodological problem, that 
is, how to conduct the posttest so that the subject did not see any 
resemblance between the pretest and the posttest. Since the subjects 
would later be assigned to a treatment based on their initial 
attitude, attempts had to be made to guard against extraneous 
commitment effects. if in the treatment, the subject remembered 
expressing his attitude on the topic, the prior commitment would be 
an unwanted source of variation. Also the subject would want to 
appear consistent in attitude response between the pre and posttest. 
Even if their internal or true attitude had changed, they would not 
want to admit the change to the experimenter.
So that the subjects would not exhibit a commitment or 
consistency effect after perceiving that their responses were 
individually known but so their responses could be known 
individually, the pretest had a cover sheet which was signed but 
passed in separate and apart from the pretest. The cover sheet and
pretest were marked in such a way that they could be matched, the 
subject contacted, and assigned to the appropriate treatment group. 
Also to reduce commitment effect, the physical appearance of the two 
tests had to be different. The first was plainly dittoed in blurred 
blue ink and the second was professionally printed. The first was 
identified as an LSU Department of Speech survey form, and the second 
was a graduate student attitude measurement. Two different people 
administered the two tests. Through these measures, the pretest and 
the posttest were separated in the mind of the subject and thus a 
commitment effect was minimized.
The third methodological problem grew out of the second: if the
subjects were to dissociate the pretest from the posttest, the 
experimenter had to find a way to get subjects to appear for the 
posttest. The solution to this methodological problem involved an 
extreme amount of time and effort. Each subject was individually 
contacted by phone and asked to participate in a marketing survey. 
As incentive for participation in the survey, the subjects were told 
they would receive a free felt-tipped pen. To add credibility, a 
small room was leased in the LSU Union. In order to keep the reward 
from becoming a reward for participation in the posttest, the 
marketing survey was conducted, the subject was given the reward, and 
then the subject was asked to stay for an attitude survey. Through 
this proceedure, incentive was provided for subject appearance for 
the poattest and the reward was separated from the attitude measure. 
Details of Methodology; Pre-Pretest Construction
In order to select a topic which had a bimodal distribution or
near bimodal distribution of attitudes, a pre-pretest was conducted. 
The LSU Department of Speech conducts a monthly forum in the LSU 
Union. Controversial topics are presented in student speeches, and 
the audience votes for or against the topic. The results of the 
voting are recorded. Therefore by searching through five years of 
LSU Forum topics, plus consulting other sources such as the daily 
campus newspaper, a list of nineteen topics were compiled. A three- 
page attitude survey made up of two statements for each of the 
nineteen topics was constructed. The experimenter went door-to-door 
in one very large men's dormitory asking students to fill out the 
attitude survey "on the spot." Eighty-eight subjects were tested in 
this pre-pretest. The responses were keypunched and a frequency 
distribution was computed for each topic. Appendix A contains the 
pre-pretest measur ing instrument and Appendix B contains the 
nineteen topics together wi th the results of the frequency 
distribution. From the results of the pre-pretest, the pretest was 
constructed.
Pretest Construction
From the pre-pretest, six topics were selected which seemed to 
be prime issues for the research. These topics were selected on the 
basis of a number of criteria. First, the topic had to have as near a 
bimodal distribution as possible (to maximize usable subjects). 
Second, the topic needed to be more technical than emotional in tone. 
As discussed earlier, McGuire and Millman (1965) found a greater 
attitude change using emotional rather than technical issues. Hass 
(1975) predicated his theory on a topic in which the subject
possessed only basic knowledge (which could be interpreted as a 
technical issue). Since the technical issue fitted both theories 
(dissonance to a lesser extent) the experimenter chose the technical 
issue. Third, the topic needed to be one in which a credible 
communicator could be used. For example, if a topic such as "U.S. 
Morals are Declining" were selected, it would be very difficult to 
put forth a credible witness for all listeners. Topics were needed 
which had credible specialists.
Only five useful topics came from the pre-pretest. One final 
topic (number six below) was included because intuitively it seemed 
to be a good topic which had rot been discovered or thought of in the 
pre-pretest. The six topics were:
1. The legalization of prostitution
2. The registering and control of firearms
3. The nationalization of the health care delivery system
4. The right of principals and teachers to administer corporal
punishment in the schools
5. The right of public employees to strike
6. The right of people to smoke in public places
Five Likert statements were constructed for each of the six 
topics and were randomized to produce a pretest measuring 
instrument. As indicated above, the test included a total of thirty- 
three statements (three additional statements were added on 
miscellaneous topics). These thirty-three statements fit on three 
pages and were dittoed in blue ink. A Xeroxed cover sheet was added 
to the top of the three pages. it appeared in black ink. It was 
labeled, "Experimenter Sign Up Form," and was made to appear like a 
form required by the university for use in experimental projects. 
The name of the experimental topic was typed in a space on the form
("Attitude Change as it Relates to Participation in the Speech 
Forum"). The form included a place for the subject to sign at the 
bottom. The cover sheet and blue pages of Likert scales were stapled 
together as a set. On the back of the cover sheet and the back sheet 
of the final response page a unique identifying number was written in 
invisible ink. Appendix C contains the pretest attitude set. 
Pretest Subject Selection
The instructors of 26 sections of basic speech classes (Speech 
1061) agreed to allow the experimenter to conduct the attitude 
pretest in their classes. The survey required approximately ten 
minutes. One history class, two physical education classes, and two 
physics labs were also used. The researcher's spouse conducted the 
pretest. She went into the classroom and gave the following 
explanation: "The Speech Department is doing a study of possible
speech topics that can be used in the LSU Forum. We would like your 
attitudes on these topics. I am going to pass out a short survey 
form which we would like for you to complete. The university 
requires that we have the subject sign a form authorizing us to use 
the data from this survey. Please sign the form, tear the top sheet 
from the rest of your set and pass it in. Proceed to fill out the 
survey. I'll collect your form when you have finished."
Marketing Survey
The researcher purchased eight felt-tipped pens from which to 
construct a marketing survey. A gummed label was placed around each 
of the pens and they were labeled A through H. Appendix D  contains 
the marketing survey form. The pens were selected and the survey was
carefully constructed to insure its legitimate appearance. It 
involved the subject selecting a kind of tip, a color of ink, a width 
of line, and a style of appearance.
Posttest Construction
Transfer lettering was used to construct the posttest attitude 
survey form. The posttest was a xerox copy of the original made from 
transfer letter ing. This provided a professional appearance. 11
included the same five Likert statements from the original pretest 
but so arranged that the person placed a number beside each statement 
indicating his agreement or disagreement with that statement, rather 
than the pretest method of checking a block under the statement. As 
will be explained below, a posttest attitude survey was constructed 
for two different topics, the right of public officials to strike and 
the right to smoke in public places. Appendix E contains the 
posttest attitude survey.
Posttest Subject Selection
The image on the back of the pretest cover sheet and pretest 
were each treated with a chemical which causes the numbers to appear. 
This "subject number" was written on top of the Likert test and the 
cover sheet. The data was keypunched including subject number, class 
section number and responses to all items. A frequency analysis was 
again computed on the responses to the items.
Using the same criteria outlined above, two topics were 
selected. Early in the study, ego involvement had been discarded as 
a possible variable to study in the experiment. However, one of the 
topics in the pretest was the right to smoke in public places. It
was assumed that the bimodality of the pretest attitude survey was 
directly correlated with whether or not the subject smoked. it 
appeared that the data from this topic could be collected 
simultaneously with the main topic and could be used in a future 
research project. Therefore, a posttest was constructed for both the 
smoking topic and the issue of the right of public employees to 
str ike.
From the means of the five Likert scales on the public employee 
issue, subjects were selected whose scores fell in the range of 2-3.4 
and 4,6-6. Out of 553 subjects tested in the pretest, 272 fell 
wi thin th is range. 11 was necessary to get th i s many subjects i n
order to find 120 subjects who could be tested in the posttest. In 
many cases, it was difficult to make appointments (the subject could 
not be found, the signature was illegible, or the subject had no 
phone). These 120 subjects appeared for the survey and posttest. 
The computer provided a list of the subject numbers that fell in the 
proper range. The cover sheets were placed in subject number order 
and from the listing the "target subject" cover sheets were pulled. 
From the signatures, names were looked up in various telephone 
directories including the Baton Rouge directory and the LSU student 
directory. Each subject was called on the telephone. In some cases, 
long distance phone calls were placed to small outlying towns.
On the phone, the experimenter said "My name is Mr. Richards of 
the Precision Marketing Research Corporation. We have been hired by 
a felt-tipped pen manufacturer to conduct a marketing survey. It 
only takes ten minutes, and we have leased a room in the LSU Union at
a very convenient location. For your participation, we will give you 
a free felt-tipped pen. Would there be a time tomorrow when you 
could come by and complete the short survey form?"
Some subjects asked how he got their names. "Mr. Richards" 
replied that a random sample of LSU students had been selected out of 
the student directory, and that this student was on the list. "Mr. 
Richards" pressed to set up a specific time for the interview. The 
subjects were scheduled at ten minute intervals throughout the day 
from eight in the morning until five in the evening. Most of the 
phone calls were made between six in the afternoon and eleven o'clock 
at night. After the specif ic appointment had been made, "Mr.
Richards" said that he would wait while they got a piece of paper to
write down the time and place. "Mr. Richards" then again asked for a 
commitment from the student that he or she would show up for the
marketing survey. He ended by saying "We are counting on your
participation in the marketing survey."
Prior to contacting the subjects, a room was leased in the LSU 
Union for two weeks for the purpose of gathering the posttest data. 
The room measured 9'X9', and contained a table and two chairs located 
in the corner. It was adjacent to the main lobby of the LSU Union 
building.
When the student walked into the room, he or she saw eight pens 
displayed on a 3’X3* table. The marketing survey form was present. 
Blank paper was available on which they could "doodle." At the back 
of the table stood a AM/FM cassette tape recorder with a cassette 
tape. The student was encouraged to write or doodle on the piece of
paper and fill out the marketing survey. If they had any questions, 
"Mr. Richards" would assist them. The student would fill out the 
survey. "Mr. Richards" would then give the student a utility felt- 
tipped pen, and thank them for their participation in the survey.
As the students in the choice treatment condition were about to
leave, "Mr. Richards" would say, "Excuse me, but in addition to 
working for the Precision Marketing Research firm, I am also a
graduate student in the Psychology Department. Firms like this often
hire graduate students to do their marketing surveys for them, since
we are familiar with random sampling, interviewing, etc. As part of 
one of my graduate seminars, I have to do an attitude survey. 11
involves listening to a short speech that I have on the tape recorder 
and answering a few questions." For the no choice subjects he 
continued: "I know you came for the marketing survey but you really
don't have a choice but to stay and participate in the attitude
survey. It will only take a few minutes."
For the choice treatment, "Mr. Richards" said "I know you came
for the marketing survey. You really don't have to stay for the rest
of the attitude survey. You are free to leave right now. it's your 
choice. Will you stay for the attitude survey?" The researcher
required an affirmative answer to continue. Out of sixty subjects,
only three left without getting a treatment.
"Mr. Richards" then said to both the choice and no choice 
subjects who were to receive a warning about a speech for the topic 
"On this tape I have a speech by James J. Rahn. He works at the U. S. 
Department of Labor and is a specialist in public sector labor
disputes. (You know, firemen and policemen striking) . In this 
speech he argues very strongly for their right to strike. He thinks 
they do have a right to strike. Before you listen to the speech, 
could you please fill out this standardized attitude survey." "Mr. 
Richards" gave the subject the posttest. While the subject was 
filling out the five attitude scales, "Mr. Richards" adjusted the 
tape in the tape recorder.
In the "against" treatment group, the same statement was given 
to the subjects except the word "for" was changed to "against" and 
the word "do" was changed to "do not".
At this point, if the subject was not within the moderate 
pretest range for the smoking issue, the subject was debriefed. The 
subject was told that the graduate student was studying an area of 
attitude research called forewarning research. The subject was not 
going to have to listen to a speech after all. The experimenter said 
"Some researchers have found that attitudes change if someone is just 
warned that they are about to hear a speech on a particular topic. I 
was measuring this attitude change. I had to deceive you because 
research has shown that you had to believe that you were going to 
have to listen to a speech for the effect to really take place."
Most subjects said “Oh" or "How neat," grabbed their pen and 
left. Some subjects asked further questions such as "How will you 
know if my atti tude changed?" For these subjects, an entire
debriefing took place. The experimenter explained the complete 
purpose and methodology of the experiment.
If the subject's score on the smoking topic fell in the mid­
range, the experiment continued without any debriefing. After 
giving the first posttest measure, "Mr. Richards" took their paper 
and reached over to turn on the tape recorder. The tape began, "A 
speech by Dr. Walter Odom..." At this point, "Mr. Richards" 
immediately stopped the tape recorder and said in a very apologetic 
voice, "I am very sorry, I told you about the wrong speech. I have to 
alternate between speeches and I failed to change between subjects. 
The speech you are supposed to hear is by Dr. Walter Odom. I am 
sorry, you still don't have a choice but to stay (or for the choice 
subjects) You still don't have to stay."
Then Mr. Richards said, "Dr. Walter Odom has been at Walter 
Reed Army Hospital for three years. He has spent four years studying 
the environmental effects of smoking. He very strongly opposes the 
right of smokers to smoke in public places such as bus terminals, 
hotels, restaurants, etc."
For the "for" subjects, the last sentence was changed to, "He 
very strongly feels that it is all right for smokers to smoke in 
public places such as bus terminals, hotels, restaurants, etc." 
"Next he said, "Please fill out this different attitude survey." 
The same debriefing took place.
After the posttest data had been gathered, the posttest scores 
were punched into the same IBM card which contained the pretest 
scores for that subject.
RESULTS
I n  t h e  r e s u l t s  s e c t i o n ,  f i r s t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  t h e o r e t i c a l  
r e s u l t s  t h a t  w e r e  t e s t e d  b y  t h i s  s t u d y  w i l l  b e  p r e s e n t e d ,  a n d  s e c o n d  
t h e  t h r e e  s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s e s  t h a t  w e r e  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  r e s u l t s  w i l l  
b e  e x p l a i n e d .  T h i r d  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  p u b l i c  e m p l o y e e  t o p i c  a n d  
f o u r t h  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  p u b l i c  s m o k i n g  t o p i c  w i l l  b e  p r e s e n t e d .  
D i f f e r e n c e s  i n  T h e o r e t i c a l  R e s u l t s
The primary experimental design utilized a 2X2X2 factorial 
analysis of variance. Statistical tests were performed on posttest 
scores for each of the eight t reatment groups. Before thi s 
experimental design was selected an attempt had to be made to 
determine whether the results of applying the statistics to this 
particular design would have significance for the study; that is, 
would it prove or disprove one or more of the theoretical causes of 
pre-communication attitude change. In order to determine the 
validity of the statistical design, a chart was created giving the 
theoretical posttest values that would result from the application 
of each of the two theories to the experimental design. Appendix F 
provides a detailed analysis of these theoretical posttest scores 
together with each of the seven major statistical tests to be 
performed on the data. In the results section, we will show only the 
highlights of this validation of the statistical design.
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Table 1 contains the theoretical posttest scores that would 
result from the application of the two different theories to the 
experimental design. There are several comments that should be made 
relative to this table. First, the basic difference between the 
dissonance and moderation explanation of precommunication attitude 
change concerns the direction of attitude movement resulting when a 
subject is presented with a warning that he is about to hear a speech 
which will advocate a position either in agreement or disagreement 
with the subject’s initial attitude. Note that in both cell twos, 
the theories predict that if a subject's initial attitude is at 
position six and he is presented with a communication that advocates 
a position one; his attitude will move toward the middle minus 
approximately two increments to a position four. However, note that 
in cell one, the two theories predict two different results. 
Dissonance theory predicts that if the subject has an attitude value 
of two and is presented with a warning that he is about to hear a 
speech that advocates a position one, a position that agrees with his 
but is more extreme, dissonance theory predicts that the attitude 
shifts even further toward the upcoming position taken by the 
speaker, a minus .1 to a final resting position of 1.9. On the other 
hand, the moderation theory predicts that if a subject is at position 
2 and is warned that he is about to hear a speech that advocates a 
position one, this attitude will move toward the middle of the scale, 
or plus one to a final resting position of three. The same kind of
Table 1
Theoretical Posttest Scores for Dissonance and Moderation Theories
Dissonance Theory
Initial 
Att i tude
Che 
For (2)a
ice
Against(6)
No Cl 
For (2)
loice
Against(6)
Speech 
For (1)
Cell 1 
1.9° 
~.ld
Cell 2 
4.0
-2
Cell 3 
2.0 
0
Cell 4 
5 
-1
Speech 
Against(7)
Cell 5 
4.0 
+ 2
Cell 6 
6.1 
+ .1
Cell 7 
3.0 
+ 1
Cell 8 
6.0 
0
Initial 
Atti tude
Mod 
Cho 
For (2)
eration Th 
ice
\gainst(6)
eory
No Ch 
For (2)
oice
Against(6)
Speech 
For (1)
Cell 1 
3 
+ 1
Cell 2 
4 
-2
Cell 3 
3 
+ 1
Cell 4 
4 
-2
Speech 
Against(7)
Cell 5 
4 
+ 2
Cell 6 
5 
-1
Cell 7 
4 
+ 2
Cell 8 
5 
-1
The theoretical beginning initial attitude. One indicates an at­
titude extremely in favor of the topic. Seven indicates an atti tude 
against the topic.
The theoretical position of the speaker as perceived by the listener 
(same values as a ) .
The theoretical mean of the posttest scores for this cell. For 
this cell, initial attitude of 2 presented with a speech at 1 
results in a posttest score of 1.9.
The theoretical difference or incremental amount of change in at­
titude. For this cell, initial attitude of 2 presented with a speech 
at 1 results in a posttest score of 1.9 or a change of -.1. Minus 
indicates the subject became more in favor of the topic. Plus 
indicates the subject became more against the topic.
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d i f f e r e n t i a l  r e s u l t  o c c u r s  i n  c e l l  s i x  e x c e p t  t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  
a t t i t u d e  i s  a t  p o s i t i o n  s i x  r a t h e r  t h a n  a t  p o s i t i o n  t w o .
S e c o n d ,  n o t e  t h a t  d i s s o n a n c e  t h e o r y  g o e s  o n  t o  p r e d i c t  a  
d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  a t t i t u d e  c h a n g e  t h a t  w i l l  o c c u r  i n  t h e  
c h o i c e  a n d  n o  c h o i c e  c e l l s .  D i s s o n a n c e  t h e o r y  g e n e r a l l y  p r e d i c t s  
t h a t  w h e n  a  s u b j e c t  i s  g i v e n  a  c h o i c e  o f  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  t o  l i s t e n  t o  a  
c o u n t e r - a t t i t u d i n a l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n ,  t h a t  t h e  a t t i t u d e  c h a n g e  w i l l  b e  
g r e a t e r  w i t h i n  t h e  c h o i c e  c o n d i t i o n  t h a n  i t  w i l l  b e  w h e n  t h e  s u b j e c t  
i s  n o t  g i v e n  a  c h o i c e  o f  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  t o  l i s t e n  t o  t h e  m e s s a g e .  F o r  
e x a m p l e ,  i n  c e l l  t w o ,  a  c h o i c e  c o n d i t i o n ,  t h e  s u b j e c t ' s  a t t i t u d e  w i l l  
m o v e  m i n u s  t w o  i n c r e m e n t s  t o  a  f i n a l  r e s t i n g  p l a c e  o f  f o u r ,  w h i l e  i n  
t h e  n o  c h o i c e  c o n d i t i o n  t h e  s u b j e c t ' s  a t t i t u d e  w i l l  m o v e  o n l y  a  m i n u s  
o n e  i n c r e m e n t  t o  a  f i n a l  r e s t i n g  p o s i t i o n  o f  f i v e .  T h e r e f o r e ,  i n  
g e n e r a l ,  t h e  d i s s o n a n c e  t h e o r y  p r e d i c t s  a  g r e a t e r  a t t i t u d e  c h a n g e  i n  
a  c h o i c e  c o n d i t i o n  t h a n  i n  a  n o  c h o i c e  c o n d i t i o n .
T h i r d ,  t h e r e  i s  a  s e r i o u s  m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  p r o b l e m  w i t h  t h e  
m o d e r a t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s .  E s s e n t i a l l y ,  H a s s ,  i n  p r e s e n t i n g  h i s  
m o d e r a t i o n  t h e o r y  a r g u e s  t h a t  a t t i t u d e s  a l w a y s  m o v e  t o w a r d  t h e  
m i d d l e  o f  t h e  s c a l e .  T h e r e  i s  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  s t a t i s t i c a l  p r o b l e m  w i t h  
a n  a t t e m p t  t o  m e a s u r e  t h i s  m o v e m e n t  t o w a r d  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  t h e  s c a l e  
( r e g r e s s i o n  t o w a r d  t h e  m e a n ) . R e g r e s s i o n  t o w a r d  t h e  m e a n  s i m p l y  
m e a n s  t h a t  i f  o n e  t a k e s  a  g r o u p  o f  s u b j e c t s  a n d  m e a s u r e s  t h e i r  
a t t i t u d e s  o n  a  p a r t i c u l a r  t o p i c  o n c e  a n d  t h e n  g o e s  b a c k  a  s e c o n d  t i m e  
a n d  m e a s u r e s  t h e  s u b j e c t ' s  p o s i t i o n  o n  t h e  a t t i t u d e ,  o n e  w i l l  a l w a y s  
f i n d  a  m o v e m e n t  o f  t h e  a t t i t u d e  t o w a r d  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  t h e  s c a l e .
Therefore, Hass, in his moderation theory is basically arguing for a 
statistically normal event that will always occur regardless of any 
other theoretical event. For this reason the analysis of this data 
must primarily center upon proving the dissonance theory instead of 
disproving the moderation theory. That is, if the dissonance theory 
is correct, then the statistical tests should show a dissonance 
effect rather than showing a moderation effect. As is spelled out in 
Appendix F, the only statistical tests that can be applied to the
data are tests of the validity of the dissonance theory rather than a
test of the validity of the moderation theory. Essentially the true 
test will be proving that dissonance theory is the correct theory;
that the statistics indicate that dissonance is at work in the
predicted manner.
Fourth, it should be pointed out that in this experiment, the 
significance of the statistical tests are not the only tests of the 
theories. To assist in interpreting the experimental results, one 
must look at the direction of the movement of the means.
Statistical Tests of the Hypotheses
As is indicated in detail in Appendix F, there are five major 
tests that can be applied to the data to indicate whether or not the 
dissonance theory is operating. One major test involves the initial 
attitude main effect. The experiment was begun by assigning subjects 
to treatment groups based upon their initial attitudes. If 
dissonance theory is correct, some of the attitudes of the subjects 
placed in the for condition will move to an extreme "for" position,
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while others will move toward the middle of the scale. Again, some 
of the attitudes of the subjects placed in the "against" condition 
will move toward the middle of the scale, while others will move 
toward an extreme "against" position. Therefore, since the mean of 
the "for" initial attitude group and the mean of the initial attitude 
"against" group would each change very little, it is possible that 
the test of initial attitude main effect would still be significant. 
However, this would be testing the initial placement of the subjects 
rather than a theoretical meaningful difference.
On the other hand, moderation theory predicts that subject 
a11 itudes should move toward the middle of the scale. So, if 
moderation theory is correct relative to the precommunication 
attitude change, there should no longer be any significant 
difference in initial attitude. Therefore, the initial attitude 
main effect might be a test of the hypothesis for dissonance theory 
However, this result must be looked at carefully, because if the 
experiment had no effect at all, that is if neither dissonance nor 
moderation were operating, then there would still be an initial 
attitude main effect (measurement of the initial subject placement). 
The direction of movement of the initial attitudes must also be 
analyzed. Therefore, the initial attitude main effect is one test of 
the hypotheses and if cell mean movement is in a consistent 
direction, it may support a dissonance theory interpretation of the 
data.
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The second major test of the hypotheses involves the choice by 
speaker position interaction. Dissonance theory predicts that there 
will be a significant interaction between these two variables. 
Dissonance predicts that when a subject is given a choice of whether 
or not to listen to a counter-attitudinal communication that the 
attitude change will be greater than it will be when the subject is 
not given a choice of whether or not to listen to the communication. 
Dissonance theory says this will occur equally on both sides of the 
issue (speech for or speech against). The speaker position 
difference almost cancels out leaving the choice main effect. All of 
the choice no choice difference predicted by dissonance theory shows 
up in this test. Moderation theory predicts that there will be no 
interaction between these two variables. If by analyzing the 
experimental results, we get a choice by speaker interaction, we can 
conclude that dissonance is at work.
The third test of the hypotheses involves the three way 
interaction between choice, speaker position and initial attitude. 
Dissonance theory predicts that this will be signif icant while 
moderation does not predict a significant result.
Two other tests of hypotheses involve a second statistical 
method of analyzing the results. We can take the "twin* dissonant 
and consonant cells within choice and no choice and combine them into 
a 2X2 experimental design with two levels of dissonance (dissonant 
and consonant), and two levels of choice (choice and no choice).
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Again, referring to Table 1, one will note that cell one and cell 
three are cells in which the initial attitude of the subject is for 
the topic when he is presented with a warning that he is about to 
hear a speech which will advocate a position for the topic. This we 
define as a consonant cell: one in which the subject's initial 
attitude agrees with the position to be given by the speaker. Cells 
six and eight are also consonant cells. Cell number two is different 
in that the initial attitude of the subject is against the topic when 
he is presented with a speech in favor of the topic. This we def’ne 
as a dissonant cell. Cells four, five, and seven are also dissonant 
cells. The re-analysis of the data by using a 2X2 design involves 
combining cells two and five, one and six, four and seven, and three 
and eight. The results are indicated by Table 2.
From the hypothetical positions produced by the two theories, 
using the absolute difference scores, the experimenter is able to 
conclude that if there is a significant choice main effect, 
dissonance theory will be proven to be a better explanation of the 
cause of precommunication attitude change. This is hypothesis four.
Finally, if a significant choice by dissonant-consonant 
interaction is found, then dissonance theory will be supported as an 
explanation of the effect. This is the fifth hypothesis. Thus, as 
can be seen in Appendix F, analysis of the 2X2 absolute difference 
scores proves to be a very powerful test of the hypothesis for both 
theor ies.
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Table 2.
Theoretical Absolute Difference Scores for Dissonance 
and Moderation Theories.
Di ssonance Theory
Choice No Choice
Consonant 
Tnit. Att 
XSpker.Pos
.2a ob
Dissonant 
Init. Att. 
XSpker.Pos
4C 2d
Moderation Theory
Choice NO Choice
(1 + 1) (1 + 1)
Consonant
2 2
(2 + 2) (2 + 2)
Dissonant
4 4
a. From Table 1, absolute scores in cells 1 and 6 or . 1 + .1 = .2.
b. From Table 1, absolute scores in cells 3 and 8 or 0 + 0 * 0.
c. Fran Table 1, absolute scores in cells 2 and 5 or 2 + 2 = 4.
d. From Table 1, absolute scores in cells 4 and 7 or 1 + 1 * 2.
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I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  a  2X2X2 f a c t o r i a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e  a n d  a  2X2 
f a c t o r i a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e ,  a  t h i r d  s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  w a s  
c o n d u c t e d  o n  t h e  d a t a .  A n  a t t e m p t  w a s  m a d e  t o  u s e  t h e  i n i t i a l  
p r e t e s t  s c o r e  a s  a  r o v a r i a b l e  w i t h  t h e  p o s t t e s t  s c o r e .  C o v a r i a n c e  
e n a b l e s  a  m o r e  s e n s i t i v e  m e a s u r e  o f  t h e  p o s t t e s t  c h o i c e  a n d  s p e a k e r  
p o s i t i o n  m a i n  a n d  i n t e r a c t i v e  e f f e c t s .  E s s e n t i a l l y  t h i s  s t a t i s t i c a l  
t e s t  u s e s  t h e  a c t u a l  p r e t e s t  s c o r e  r a t h e r  t h a n  t r e a t i n g  i t  a s  a  
" c l a s s "  v a r i a b l e  ( s i m p l y  f o r  o r  a g a i n s t  i n i t i a l  a t t i t u d e ) .  T h e  
r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  t e s t  p r o v e  q u i t e  e f f e c t i v e  i n  d e t e c t i n g  s u b t l e  
c h a n g e s  i n  p o s t t e s t  s c o r e s .  T h i s  a n a l y s i s  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  o n  t h e  d a t a  
f o r  t w o  m a i n  e f f e c t s :  c h o i c e  a n d  s p e a k e r  p o s i t i o n .  T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  v a r i a b l e s  w a s  a l s o  m e a s u r e d .  I t  w a s  h y p o t h e s i z e d  
t h a t  t h i s  i n t e r a c t i o n  w o u l d  b e  a  m o r e  s e n s i t i v e  m e a s u r e  o f  t h e  
i n t e r a c t i o n  t h a n  t h e  i n t e r a c t i v e  e f f e c t  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  2X2X2 
d e s i g n .  E s s e n t i a l l y ,  t h i s  s t a t i s t i c a l  t e s t  w a s  a  s u b s e t  o f  t h e  2X2X2 
e x p e r i m e n t a l  d e s i g n .
T h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e s e  t h r e e  k i n d s  o f  s t a t i s t i c a l  t e s t s  f o r  e a c h  
o f  t h e  t w o  t o p i c s  a r e  n o w  r e v i e w e d .  T h e  m e t h o d  o f  p r e s e n t a t i o n  w i l l  
b e  t o  p r e s e n t  f i r s t  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  p u b l i c  e m p l o y e e  i s s u e  a n d  t h e n  
t o  p r e s e n t  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  p u b l i c  s m o k i n g  i s s u e .  W i t h i n  e a c h  o f  
t h e  t o p i c s ,  t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h e  t h r e e  k i n d s  o f  a n a l y s e s  (2X2X2, 2X2 
c o v a r i a b l e ,  a n d  2X2 b a s e d  o n  a b s o l u t e  d i f f e r e n c e  s c o r e s )  a r e  f i r s t  
p r e s e n t e d .  T h e n  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  s e m e  o f  t h e  f i v e  L i k e r t  s t a t e m e n t s  
a r e  p r e s e n t e d .  F o r  e a c h  s t a t e m e n t ,  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  t h r e e  k i n d s  o f  
s t a t i s t i c a l  t e s t s  a r e  a n a l y z e d .
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Results for Public Employee Issue - All Statements
The primary topic of the study involved the right of public 
employees to strike. Table 3 contains the factorial analysis of 
variance results for the 2X2X2 statistical analysis on the public 
employee topic {all five statements) . As can be seen from the table, 
the only significant result was an initial attitude main effect. The 
"against" initial attitude mean was 4.56 while the "for" initial 
attitude mean was 2.75. As was discussed earlier, this reflects the 
placement of subjects in treatment groups based on their initial 
attitude and is not unexpected.
In the 2X2X2 analysis of variance, the only other statistic 
which comes close to reaching a level of significance is the speaker 
position main effect. The mean for subjects receiving a speech "for" 
was 3.45 while the mean for subjects receiving a speech "against" was 
3.86. The posttest scores have this significance because there was a 
general uniform movement of all attitude means toward being more 
favorable to the topic except those of the "against" speech topic in 
the initial attitude "for" cells (see figure 1). Here the attitudes 
moved toward being against the topic. This overall shift for both 
initial attitude groups caused the speaker main effect difference. 
It appears that the speech against caused a moderating effect in 
these initial attitude "against" cells further enhancing the initial 
attitude difference. Only those for the topic, when faced with an 
attitude that disagreed with them, actually moved more against the 
right of public employees to strike.
Table 3
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Public Employee Issue
(Posttest Means}
SOURCE df MS F PR F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 100.110 83.59 0.0001
Choice (B) 1 1.089 0.91 0.3421
A X B 1 1.547 1.29 0.2581
Speaker Position (C) 1 3.771 3.15 0.0786
A X C 1 0.000 0.00 0.9984
B X C 1 0.537 0.45 0.5046
A X B X C 1 1.421 1.19 0.2783
<x>
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Figure 1. Movement of Cell Mean Attitude Scores From Pretest to 
Posttest for Public Employee Issue (All Statements).
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Table 5 contains the 2X2 analysis of variance for the difference 
scores. None of the values in this table are significant.
Figure 1 graphically demonstrates the atti tude shifts in both 
the "for" and "against" cells. Table 4 presents the pretest and 
posttest scores for each of the eight cells in the 2X2X2 analysis of 
variance. Though there is no statistical significance to these cell 
mean movements, they graphically illustrate that all attitudes moved 
in the direction of being in favor of public employees right to 
strike. It appears that this was a general trend regardless of the 
speaker's position given in the warning and regardless of whether or 
not the subject was given a choice to listen to a speech on the 
topic.
In summary, concerning the tests of the overall scores on the 
public employee issue, only test one has statistical relevance. 
There was an initial attitude main effect, but this cannot be 
attributed to a dissonance effect. Even the non-statistical 
speculative examination of mean score shifts does not support a 
dissonance explanation.
Results for Statement Five on Public Employee Issue
A statistical analysis was also performed on each of the five 
Likert statements. The only statement which showed any significance 
was number five: "Striking firemen and policemen so disrupt the
society that they should not be allowed to strike." Table 6 contains 
the 2X2X2 statistical analysis on the main and interactive effects. 
The initial attitude main effect is significant at the .0001 level.
Table 4
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Public Employee Issue
Initial^
Attitude
„, . 2 
Choice Speaker^
Position'
Number of Pretest Posttest
Subjects Mean Mean
A C A 17 5.16 4.98
A C F 14 5.20 4.54
A N A 15 5.36 4.48
A N F 16 5.09 4.21
F C A 14 2.76 2.73
F c F 16 2.90 2.73
F N A 16 2.66 3.11
F N F 15 2.69 2.41
A=Against the Topic, F=For the Topic
2
C=Subjects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice
3
A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
Table 5
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Public Employee Issue 
(Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Choice (A) 1 0.433 0.59 0.4421
Consonant or 1 0.427 0.59 0.4450
Dissonant (B)
A X B 1 0.041 0.06 0.8118
Table 6
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Five on Public Employee Issue
(Posttest Means)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 221.699 178.41 0.0001
Choice (B) 1 0.111 0.09 0.7647
A X B 1 4.877 3.92 0.0500
Speaker Position (C) 1 2.002 1.61 0.2069
A X C 1 1.272 1.02 0.3137
B X C 1 2.708 2.18 0.1427
A X B X C 1 0.283 G. 23 0.6340
U)
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The post test mean foe initial attitude for was 2.72 and the posttest 
mean for initial attitude against was 4.58. As explained earlier, 
this significant result was not unexpected.
The only other statistic that is significant is the initial 
attitude by choice-no choice interaction, significant at the .05 
level. The posttest mean for against-choice is 5.03 and against-no 
choice 4.12. The posttest mean for for-choice is 2.76 and the for- 
no choice is 2.67. As was indicated earlier, this is a prediction of 
dissonance theory but the theoretical interaction was not expected 
to be significant. It appears however that the direction of the 
interaction is in contradiction to dissonance theory predictions. 
The major cell causing the interaction is the against-no choice 
cell. There was more change in the no choice condition than in the 
choice condition. Dissonance theory would predict an interaction in 
the opposite direction.
Before moving to examine the 2X2 results, a non-statistical 
look at the attitude change in the eight cells might be helpful. 
Figure 2 shows graphically and table 7 shows statistically the 
extensive movement of attitudes toward a more favorable attitude 
toward the topic regardless of the treatment. Only two cells show a 
movement toward the against position.
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Figure 2. Movement of Cell Mean Attitude Scores from Pretest to 
Posttest for Public Employee Issue, (Statement Five, 
"Striking Firemen and Policemen so Disrupt the Society 
That They Should Not be Allowed to Strike").
Table 7
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Statement Five on Public Employee Issue
Initial^
Attitude
2
Choice Speaker^ 
Posi tion
Number of 
Subjects
Pretest
Mean
Posctest
Mean
A C A 17
t—1
IT) 5.41
A C F 14 5.65 4.57
A N A 15 5.46 4.20
A N F 16 5.12 4.06
F C A 14 2.21 2.71
F c F 16 2.87 2.81
F N A 16 2.87 3.25
F N F 15 3.13 2.06
A=Against the Topic, F=For the Topic
OSubjects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice 
A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
ui
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2X2 Analysis of Statement Five on Public Employee Issue
Table 8 shows the 2X2 statistical analysis of statement five on 
the public employee issue. The choice by consonant-dissonant 
interaction nears significance at the .0854 level. The consonant 
absolute difference scores are .93 for choice and 1.63 for no choice. 
The dissonant absolute difference scores are 1.46 for choice and 
1.218 for no choice. There was a greater change in the choice - 
dissonant cells than in the choice - consonant cells. Here is a 
result that matches a dissonant interpretation. Choice has an effect 
in this statement and its greatest effect is in the dissonant cells. 
Enthusiasm is moderated by the fact that it only approaches 
significance and is a bit of a false result since we are using 
absolute difference scores. The actual direction of shift does not 
follow a dissonance interpretation. Also, there was a large change 
in the no choice consonant condition where dissonance would not have 
predicted a change.
In summary, relative to the seven tests of hypotheses, only the 
fifth Likert statement lends partial support to a dissonance 
explanation. Test one (significant initial attitude main effect) 
was significant. Test five, (2X2 choice by consonant-dissonant 
interaction) was near significance. The mean movement, however, 
supports the dissonance explanation.
Table 8
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Five on Public Employee Issue
(Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Choice (A) 1 1.539 0.69 0.4094
Consonant or 1 0.093 0.04 0.8390
Dissonant (B)
A X B 1 6.758 3.01 0.0854
00
Results of the Public Smoking Topic
Posttest data was collected on two different topics, the 
striking public employee issue and the issue of the right of people 
to smoke in public places. Because the primary topic was the 
striking employee issue and because only those subjects who were also 
in the moderate range for the smoking issue were given the second 
treatment, the number of subjects which participated in the second 
topic was quite smal1. A total of 53 subjects received the smoking 
treatment. Only three subjects left the room when the choice 
st atement was given to them.
Results of the Public Smoking Topic - all statements
Table 9 contains the 2X2X2 factorial statistical analysis for 
the smok ing issue applied to the posttest scores for all five 
statements. As can be seen in this chart, the initial attitude main 
effect is significant at the .0001 level. Again, this is not 
unexpected.
The speech main effect is significant at the .0554 level. 
Speech "for" mean is 4.29 while speech "against" mean is 4.87. This 
is not a test of a hypothesis.
The 2X2X2 three way interaction approaches significance at 
.0833. Figure 3 gives a graphic representation of the attitude 
changes in each of the eight cells. Table 10 contains the pre and 
posttest mean scores for the eight different cells involved in the 
smoking issue. From examining the data, the significant cell is the 
choice, speaker against, initial attitude "for* cell. Choice
Table 9
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Public Smoking Issue 
(Posttest Means)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 36.961 32.76 0.0001
Choice (B) 1 1.026 0.91 0.3450
A X B 1 0.091 0.08 0.7772
Speaker Position (C) 1 4.365 3.87 0.0554
A X C 1 0.000 0.00 0.9925
B X C 1 1.033 0.92 0.3438
A X B X C 1 3.539 3.14 0.0833
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Table 10
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Public Smoking Issue
Initial ^  ■ 2 Choice Speaker Number of Pretest Posttest
Attitude Position Subjects Mean Mean
A C A 9 5.09 5.20
A c F 8 5. 35 4.85
A N A 7 5.34 5.82
A N F 10 5.20 4.98
F C A 5 3.44 4.08
F C F 5 2.80 2.64
F N A 4 2.40 3.45
F N F 5 2.96 3.68
1 A=Against the Topic, F=For the Topic
2
C=Subjects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice
3 A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
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apparently caused a higher posttest value than its comparable no 
choice cell. Among the initial attitude against, speaker "for" 
cells, the choice condition caused a smaller value than the no choice 
condition. These results are perhaps the strongest results in the 
study and they point to a dissonance explanation of precommunication 
attitude change.
A 2X2 analysis of covariance was performed on the data to 
increase the sensitivity of the statistics to detect significant 
differences in the choice and speech main effects. When this was 
done (Table 11), the speech main effect was again significant (.03 
level).
2X2 Results of Public Smoking Topic
Table 12 summarizes the 2X2 analysis of variance which was 
performed on the absolute difference scores. There is no 
significance in this data. The lack of significance in the most 
powerful test tends to indicate the overall smoking data results do 
not support either the dissonance or moderation theory. By looking 
at the movement of the mean scores of each of the cells, it is 
apparent that those cells which contained subjects who were 
initially against the topic moved toward the position advocated by 
the speaker. in those cells in the "for" condition, three moved 
toward the speaker and one cell mean moved away from the speaker (no 
choice for the topic). As a further test of this direction of mean 
movement, the movement of each cell was categorized as to whether it 
was a choice or no choice cell. The sum of movement for choice cells
Table 11
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Public Smoking Issue 
(Using Pretest as Covariable)
1
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Choice (A) 1 2.117 1.89 0.17 59
Speaker Position (B) 1 5. 106 4.55 0.0380
A X B 1 0.102 0.09 0.7643
Pretest Smoking Mean 
as Covariable
1 36.015 32.10 0.0001
Table 12
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Public Smoking Issue
(Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR >F
Choice (A) 1 0.072 0.13 0.7231
Consonant or 
Dissonant (B)
1X 0.009 0.02 0.8994
A X B 1 0.456 0.81 0.3735
<y\
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was 1.42, while the sum of the movement foe the no choice cells was 
2.42. Again, this indicates that the hypothesis that choice would be 
a major factor in the result was not confirmed in this particular 
exper iment.
In summary, the smoking topic overall lends stronger support to 
a dissonance explanation of the precommunication attitude shift. Of 
the five tests, two are significant and both point to a dissonance 
explanation. The initial attitude main effect, the three way 
interaction and the cell mean movement all point to a dissonance 
explanation.
2X2X2 A n a l y s i s  o f  P u b l i c  S m o k i n g  I s s u e  -  S t a t e m e n t  O n e
Fortunately, not all of the data is so equivocal as the above. 
The first Likert statement on the smoking issue had some of the most 
significant results. This statement was, "There should not be 
discrimination against smokers". Table 13 indicates the statistical 
analysis of the 2X2X2 results for this first smoking statement. As 
can be seen there are a number of significant results. The initial 
main effect is significant at the 0.0001 level. Again, this is not 
unexpected.
The speech main effect nears significance at the 0.07 level. 
The speech "against" mean is 4.52 and the speech "for" mean is 3.96. 
The warning of the communication had an effect and it was in the 
direction predicted by dissonance theory. The attitudes began at 
about 4.40 and split according to the treatment resulting in the 
above two posttest scores.
Table 13
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement One on Public Smoking Issue
(Posttest Means)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 54.828 21.67 0.0001
Choice (B) 1 2.083 0.82 0.3690
A X B 1 2.083 0.82 0.3690
Speaker Position (C) 1 8.125 3.21 0.0799
A X C 1 7.296 2.88 0.0964
B X C 1 0.354 0.14 0.3100
A X B X C 1 18.169 7.18 0.0103
■-4
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The initial attitude by speech interaction nears significance 
at the 0.09 level. The initial attitude "against" speech against 
mean is 4.94 and the speech "for" mean is 5.0. The initial attitude 
"for" speech "against" mean is 3.77 and the speech "for" mean is 2.1. 
T h e  big interaction is in the initial attitude "for" cells. Here a 
speech "for" results in a m u c h  lower score than a speech "against."
Finally in the 2X2X2 statistical analysis, the three way 
interaction between initial attitude, choice and speech is 
significant at the 0.01 level. Figure 4 graphically represents the 
movement of the means in this statement. Table 15 indicates the pre 
and posttest mean scores for the eight treatment groups. This 
appears on the surface to be a very significant result. The posttest 
scores within the initial attitude "for" cells form the classical 
dissonance pattern. The choice score in the speech "against" cells 
is significantly higher than its comparable no choice cell. However, 
among the initial attitude "against" cells we have the opposite 
pattern. The choice (speaker "for" cell) posttest score is slightly 
higher than its no choice counterpart when it should be lower than 
its counterpart. This is not a dissonance pattern. The choice 
effect predicted by dissonance appears to have worked in the cells 
whose subjects were initially for the topic but appears to not have 
worked in the cells whose subjects were initally against the topic.
A non statistical analys is of cell movement reveals some 
interesting results. Four of the cells moved in the direction 
predicted by dissonance while two of the cells moved in the direction
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Table 15
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Statement One on Public Smoking Issue
Initial.^ ■ 2 Choice Speaker^ Number of Pretest Posttest
Attitude Position Subjects Mean Mean
A C A 9 4.56 4.11
A C F 8 5.13 5.13
A N A 7 4.86 6.00
A N F 10 5.30 4.90
F C A 5 4. 00 4.40
F C F 5 3.60 1.40
F N A 4 3.75 3.00
F N F 5 2.40 2.80
* A=Against the Topic, F=For the Topic 
2
OSubjects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice
3
A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
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predicted by moderation. The no choice, initial attitude "against" 
cells moved toward the speech position warning. Also, the choice, 
initial attitude "for" cells moved toward the speech position 
warning.
Table 14, indicates the 2X2 analysis of variance results for 
absolute values of choice and consonant or dissonant cells. There 
are no significant results in these statistics.
In summary, of the seven tests of the hypotheses, one weakly 
points to the di ssonanee explanation: the 2X2X2 three way
interaction.
2X2X2 Analysis of Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
The second smoking atatement should be examined. Table 16 
contains the 2X2X2 analysis of the data from the second Likert 
statement on the smoking topic "it should be against the law to smoke 
in public places." This data does not seem to indicate very much 
significance except that the initial attitude effect is significant 
at the 0.0001 level. Again, this is not unexpected.
Figure 5 illustrates movement of these various cells. From a 
non statistical point of view the changes are worthy of analysis. 
For example, in those cells of subjects which were originally against 
the topic, all of the cell means moved toward the position being 
advocated by the speaker. Among the cells of subjects that were for 
the topic, two cells moved in the direction of the advocacy while one 
moved against (toward the middle). One showed no change in mean 
attitude.
Table 14
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement One on Public Smoking Issue
(Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR >F
Choice (A) 1 1.980 0.59 0.4470
Consonant or 1 0.022 0.01 0.9353
Dissonant (B)
A X B 1 0.022 0.01 0.9353
Table 16
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
( P o s t t e s t  M e a n s )
SOURCE df MS F PR >F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 69.714 29.37 0.0001
Choice (BJ 1 4.346 1.83 0.1828
A X B 1 0.118 0.05 0.8242
Speaker Position (C) 1 4.426 1.86 0.1789
A X C 1 0.136 0.06 0.8118
B X C 1 0.478 0.20 0.6558
A X B X C 1 1.089 0.46 0.5016
U1
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2X2 Analysis of Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
Table 17 contains the 2X2 analysis of variance on the second 
Likert statement using absolute difference scores. The interaction 
between choice and dissonant or consonant cells is the only statistic 
nearing significance (.07 level). The consonant choice absolute 
mean difference is 5.2 and the no choice is 4.4. The dissonant 
choice difference is 4.43 and the no choice 5.13. From these 
results, it appears that there is a greater attitude change in the 
choice condition in the consonant cells and a greater attitude change 
in the no choice condition in the dissonant cells. This is contrary 
to a dissonance explanation which would predict a change in the 
choice dissonant cell with no change in the choice consonant cell. 
This interaction can be seen more clearly in Figure 5. The cells in 
the initial attitude "for" (CA and NA) tend to show very little 
change, while the consonant cells (CF and NF) tend to show a large 
amount of change. The same is true in those subjects whose initial 
attitude was against the topic. The dissonant cells tend to move a 
little while the consonant cells (CF and NF) tend to move a large 
amount. These results do not support a dissonance interpretation. 
2X2 Covariable for Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
Table 18 shows the analysis of variance using a 2X2 factorial 
analysis in which the second pretest smoking statement score is used 
as a covariable. Again there is no significance. Table 19 indicates 
the pre and posttest means for each of the eight cells.
Table 17
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
{Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR >  F
Choice (A) 1 0.159 0.06 0.8070
Consonant or 1 0.014 0.01 0.9416
Dissonant (B)
A X B 1 8.960 3.39 0.0716
Table 18
2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
(Using Pretest as Covariable)
SOURCE df MS F PR >F
Choice (A) 1 3.635 1.14 0.2910
Speaker Position (B) 1 5. 448 1.71 0.1975
A X B 1 0.534 0.17 0.6843
Pretest Statement Two 
Mean as Covariable
1 24.114 7.56 0.0084
Table 19
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Statement Two on Public Smoking Issue
Initial^
Attitude
„u . 2 
Choice Speaker^
Position
Number of 
Subjects
Pretest
Mean
Posttest
Mean
A C A 9 4.55 5.10
A C F e 4.87 4.50
A N A 7 4.85 5.71
A N F 10 5.10 4.90
F C A 5 2.60 2.80
F c F 5 2.40 1.80
F N A 4 3.00 3.00
F N F 5 2.20 3.00
 ^ A=Against the Topic, F^For the Topic 
2
OSubgects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice 
 ^ A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
In summary, it appears that the results of the second Likert 
statement on smoking support the dissonance hypothesis relative to 
the direction of movement of the attitude means. However, the 
dissonance hypothesis does not appear to be supported by the choice- 
no choice effect. There appears to be no significant difference 
between the choice and no choice cells. The second Likert statement 
has a significant two way interaction between choice and dissonant- 
consonant factors, however, it does not seem to be caused by the 
choice main effect. This effect also does not show up in the 2X2X2 
choice by speaker interact ion.
Analysis of Results on Third Statement on Public Smoking Issue
The third Likert smoking statement, "All smoking in public 
places should be banned," presented an unusual problem for the 
experimenter. It appears that the subjects interpreted this 
statement as being a much stronger stand against smoking in public 
places. As Table 20 indicates, an analysis of the posttest scores 
seems to indicate that while most subjects in the sample generally 
favor a law against smoking in public, they apparently do not favor 
strict measures against smoking in public places. Many subjects who 
were for a law against smoking in public indicated in the pretest and 
posttest scores that they oppose an absolute ban against smoking in 
public places.
2X2X2 Analysis of Third Statement on Public Smoking Issue
Table 21 indicates the 2X2X2 analysis of variance results for 
this particular topic. As indicated by this data, the two major
Table 20
Treatment Group Pre and Posttest Means for Statement Three on Public Smoking Issue
Initial^
Attitude
■ 2 Choice Speaker
Position
Number of 
Subjects
Pretest
Mean
Posttest
Mean
A C A 9 4.78 5.44
A C F 8 4.98 4.63
A N A 7 5.43 5.29
A N F 10 4.20 4.70
F C A 5 2.20 3.20
F C F 5 1.80 1.20
F N A 4 1.75 4.00
F N F 5 2.00 3.20
1 A=Against the Topic, F=For the Topic
2
C=Subjects had choice whether or not to listen, N=Subjects did not have such a choice
3
A=Speaker was against the topic, F=Speaker was for the topic
CO
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Table 21
2X2X2 Analysis of Variance of Statement Three on Public Smoking Issue
(Posttest Means)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
Initial Attitude (A) 1 53.793 15.92 0.0002
Choice (B) 1 5.551 1.64 0.2064
A X B 1 6.257 1.85 0.1803
Speaker Position (C) 1 13.306 3.94 0.0533
A X C 1 1.464 0.43 0.5137
B X C 1 1.546 0.46 0.5021
A X B X C 1 0.703 0.21 0.6506
areas of significance are initial attitude (0.0002 level) and the 
position taken by the speaker (0.05 level). The initial attitude 
main effect is not unexpected. The speaker main effect means are 
3.28 (against) and 4.21 (for). As Figure 6 indicates, it appears 
that in cases in which the speech was to be given against the topic, 
the posttest means tended to cluster in two places (approximately 5.2 
and 3.5) . In cases in which the speaker was to give a speech for the 
topic, the post test mean tended to take many values. This would 
account in large part for the speaker main effect significance. It 
would appear that the forewarning had an expected result. The 
attitudes moved toward the speaker.
2X2 Analysis of Third Statement on Public Smoking Issue
Table 2 2 indicates the 2X2 analysis performed on absolute 
difference scores. There is a near significant interaction between 
choice and dissonant-consonant cells. Within the consonant celIs, 
the choice mean is 1.93 and the no choice mean is 1.00. Within the 
dissonant celIs, the choice mean is 1.08 and the no choice mean is 
1.86. In the consonant cells, choice caused a greater change in 
attitude than no choice. In the dissonant cells, the no choice 
condition caused a greater attitude change than the choice 
condition. This clearly does not support a dissonance explanation.
Therefore, the results from the third smoking topic are 
somewhat mixed. Only two of the tests were significant, the initial 
attitude main effect and the interaction contained in the 2X2 choice 
by consonant-dissonant analysis of variance. Neither the moderation 
nor the dissonance theory seems to be supported by the results from 
the experiment.
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Table 22
Choice (A
Consonant
Dissonant
A X B
2X2 Analysis oi Variance of Statement Three on Public Smoking Issue
(Absolute Difference Scores)
SOURCE df MS F PR > F
0.001 0.00 0.9898
or 1 0.079 0.03 0.8675
(B)
1 9.561 3.41 0.0710
DISCUSSION
The basic aim of the study was to determine which theory, 
dissonance or moderation, best accounted for the effect called 
precommunication attitude change. In order to "pit" the two theories 
against one another, a 2X2X2 randomi zed factor ial ar rangement of 
treatments was des igned that would have two levels of initial 
attitude (for and against a topic) , two levels of choice (the subject 
would choose whether or not to listen to a speech advocating a point 
of view on the topic), and two levels of speaker position (for and 
against the topic).
The results of this design were analyzed by a 2X2X2 factorial 
analysis of variance. The data were also analyzed in a 2X2 analysis 
of covariance using the pretest score as a covariable with the 
posttest score. This was a refinement of the 2X2X2 factorial 
analysis of variance designed to highten the sensitivity of the 
statistical test for choice main effect and choice by speaker 
position interaction.
A second major statistical analysis was made of the data using a 
2X2 factorial analysis of variance using absolute differences 
between the pretest and posttest scores. Pair s of cells were 
combined into groupings called consonant and dissonant, and this 
became one independent variable. Choice was treated as another 
independent variable. This statistical analysis provided an even 
more powerful statistical test to determine which theory best 
explained the precommunication attitude change effect.
-85-
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The test of which theory was correct involved two basic methods 
of testing. One major method of testing the two theories concerned 
the direction the means would move. Dissonance theory predicted they 
would always move toward the position of the speaker, while 
moderation theory predicted they would always move toward the middle 
of the scale regardless of the position advocated by the speaker.
Another major method of testing the two theories involved the 
effect of "subject choice" in the amount of attitude change. 
Dissonance theory clearly predicts that if a subject is given a 
choice, the attitude change will be greater than if the subject is 
not given a choice.
Concerning the specific analysis of variance, five hypotheses 
or tests were formulated. First, concerning the 2X2X2 analysis of 
variance, it was hypothesized that if there were an initial attitude 
main effect, this would tend to support the dissonance explanation of 
precommunication attitude change. A slight initial attitude by 
choice interaction would support a dissonance interpretation. It 
was predicted that this interaction would be so slight that it was 
not considered a major hypothesis.
Second, dissonance theory would predict a choice by speaker 
position interaction while moderation theory would not predict such 
an interaction.
Though the 2X2X2 analysis of variance helped to determine which 
of the theories were correct, the 2X2 analysis was one of the 
stronger tests of the hypotheses. It was clear that if the choice
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main effect were present in this 2X2 analysis, this would strongly 
suggest a dissonance explanation of precommunication attitude 
change. This was the third test. Fourth, if a dissonant-consonant 
main effect were present and it were in a certain direction, this 
would indicate a support for the moderation hypothesis. Both the 
dissonance and the moderation hypothesis predict this main effect, 
but they predict it in different directions. If it were significant 
the direction would indicate which of the two theories were correct. 
Finally, moderation theory predicts no interaction between choice 
and dissonant-consonant cells, while dissonance theory predicts that 
this interaction will be significant. This was the fifth test of the 
hypotheses. The direction the mean atti tude moved was analyzed to 
help determine which hypothesis was correct.
Using the data collected on the two different topics, the 
results are as follows. On the public employee issue, the 2X2X2 
statistical analysis yielded only one significant result, an initial 
attitude main effect. The speaker position main effect was somewhat 
significant at a .07 level. Both of these results can be explained 
by looking at the direction of the attitude shift. In general, all 
attitudes moved in the direction of being in favor of the right of 
public employees to strike. This was a general trend regardless of 
choice or speaker position. Most of the poor results relative to the 
public employee issue may perhaps be explained by certain events that 
took place in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, during the time the experiment 
was being conducted. Almost on the same day that the experiment went
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into the treatment phase, for the first time in Baton Rouge, some 
public school teachers went on strike. It is the experimenter's 
opinion that changes in public attitude and discussion in the news 
media had a larger influence upon the attitudes of the subjects than 
did any of the treatments given in the experiment. Statistical 
analysis was conducted upon the posttest data and the pretest data to 
locate any trends that might be detected in attitudes and thus 
statistically to compensate for these movements in attitude if 
possible. However, this effort was also unsuccessful, for it appears 
that the attitudes were shifting almost daily during this period of 
t ime.
An analysis was also performed on each of the five Likert 
statements to see if any of those statements showed any statistical 
significance. The only statement which showed a significant result 
was number five: "Striking firemen and policemen so disrupt the
society that they should not be allowed to strike." On this topic, 
the choice by initial attitude interaction was significant. This 
would point to a dissonance explanation. This belief is reinforced 
by the 2X2 near significant choice by dissonant-consonant 
interaction of .0854.
The attitude shift of the eight treatment groups also seemed to 
support a dissonance explanation. Those cells containing subjects 
whose initial attitude was against striking tended to move toward the 
middle of the scale, while those cells containing subjects whose 
initial attitude was for the right to strike tended to move in the
direction of the position to be advocated. Those subjects whose 
initial attitude was against the right to strike followed the general 
population trend and moved toward believing in the right to strike. 
Those subjects already holding this view would be less influenced by 
the general news media and public opinion and would be more 
inf 1 uenced by the experiment.
In summary, the public employee topic overall mean does not 
support or reject either theory. However, the fifth Likert statement 
tends to support a dissonance explanation of precommunication 
attitude change.
Concerning the smoking in public issue, one of the most striking 
statistically significant results is an initial attitude main 
effect. However, little significance can be attached to this effect. 
The attitudes of the eight treatment groups tend to move in different 
directions, canceling each other out, such that the initial attitude 
main effect that was initially used to place subjects in the 
treatment cells tends to remain a statistically significant factor.
When the attitude change of the individual cells is examined, 
there does seem to be support for the dissonance explanation. All of 
the cells move in the direction of the prewarned speaker's position. 
Also the choice cells react in the classical dissonance fashion 
(there is greater movement toward the speaker when the prewarned 
speaker's position is in the opposite direction and relatively minor 
movement when the prewarned speaker's position is in the same 
direction. The more powerful 2X2 test does not suggest a dissonance 
explanation. In summary, the overall smoking data does not seem to
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support statistically the dissonance explanation of preconununication 
attitude change. The direction of the attitude changes of all of the 
treatment groups, however, seems to support this explanation.
S e p a r a t e  a n a l y s e s  w e r e  p e r f o r m e d  o n  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  L i k e r t  
s m o k i n g  s t a t e m e n t s .  T h r e e  o f  t h e  f i v e  s t a t e m e n t s  t e n d  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  
d  i s s o n a n c e  e x p i a n a t  i o n  o f  p r e c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a t t i  t u d e  c h a n g e  . T h e  
f i r s t  s m o k i n g  s t a t e m e n t ,  " T h e r e  s h o u l d  n o t  b e  d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  a g a i n s t  
s m o k e r s , "  y i e l d e d  c e l l  m e a n s  w h i c h  m o v e d  i n  a  " d i s s o n a n c e  
d i r e c t i o n . ” T h e  a t t i t u d e s  o f  a l t  b u t  t w o  o f  t h e  e i g h t  t r e a t m e n t  
g r o u p s  m o v e d  t o w a r d  t h e  p r e w a r n e d  d i r e c t i o n .  A l s o ,  t h e  d i s t a n c e  
m o v e d  i n  t h e  c h o i c e  c e l l s  w a s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  i n  t h e  n o  c h o i c e  c e l l s .
The same general results occurred with the second smoking 
statement. The movement of the cell means were generally all in the 
direction of the position to be advocated by the speaker. There was 
additional evidence in the second statement. The 2X2 interaction 
between choice and dissonant-consonant cell means does not point to a 
dissonance explanation.
The same general result is true for the third smoking statement. 
Here again, there is a near significant interactive effect in the 2X2 
factorial analysis of variance but these results do not point to a 
dissonance explanation of the attitude change.
In summary, there are few areas of statistical significance in 
the experimental data, and the data do not permit sharp conclusions 
to be drawn. The primary support for the dissonance explanation 
comes from the directions in which all the means seem to move. The 
evidence of a choice main effect seems weaker still. There is little
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evidence that the choice effect follows the classical dissonance 
pattern.
There were a number of problems with the study. The most 
serious problem had to do with the selection of a topic which was 
hotly being debated in public. Had a less public issue been used,
the results may well have been much different. The experimenter was
fortunate to have available the second topic results. However, the 
number of subjects in the cells was small and not evenly spread. The 
number of subjects in individual cells ranged from five to ten.
A second problem involved the methodology. The choice 
treatment was given before the position to be taken by the speaker 
was announced. Very few instances of a post-hoc choice attitude 
change have been found in dissonance research. In recent years many 
limitations have been placed on dissonance theory. Recent research 
has shown that for example there must be negative consequences from 
the subject's action for dissonance to occur. This experiment does
not provide negative consequences for the subject. In summary, it
appears that only in the limited circumstances now offered by 
dissonance theory is there an dissonance explanation of 
precommunication attitude change. Research needs to be condicted to 
examine the effect in more limited dissonance envoronments.
The results might have been more illuminating had the 
experimenter been more experienced in giving the treatment. The 
experimenter was learning and tended to get better at giving 
consistent treatment statements to the subjects as the experiment 
progressed.
Studies of other explanations of the forewarning effect are
needed. This study did not support either a dissonance or moderation 
explanation. Perhaps some personality variables are highly 
correlated with the attitude change. Perhaps attribution theory may 
more nearly explain the effect. Further research is needed.
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APPENDIX A
Pre Pretest Attitude Survey Form Administered at a Dormitory
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* NOTE
In each statement sc^le {illustrated t w l w ]  ^
, ,  y  , ^ y-51 <*lj' y&' J *\ ' y ^ ' 'y ■) G fl,J" aS v' O' S JV *1  ^sy
AGREE ^  * \  ^  *? ^  ^  * >
place an X lr the space that most nearly rcproner.tc you: ipinicii. Exan.p lo; 
AGREE : : : : ^  : V 13AGREF
Prostitution should tie legalized.
AGREE i________1_______:______  i _____i________ -_____ UISAOrEF
Religion csnnot irKet the need i of the ivtiuae A.t-r f ecu Cititun.
AGREE i ______:__ _____ : ^  •_______ !.... : D T SAGREF
The legalization of gambling in Sew Orleans will t’o a v u  (,jim than good.
AG R E E _______:____  :_______ j _  __:_______ :________,_____ _ O T SAGt =.r,
L3L' is a distinguish ea institution of eigho; If at r u t ’ ) .
AGREE __ _ :_______j_______ :  : :...  DlFAGfU’F
Feaith cate shnu Id be brought unde: gocerr.m =ri t control.
AG R E E_______ i _ _  t______ t ________J_____ _i_______ i _ _  iJlSAGRF'i'i
Existing toecher certification reaeireDe'H ere ftfiritn1.
AG R E E_______ I ____ ( _ _____:_______:_____I__________ !i 1 GA'JREE
Ltan prohibiting prostitution fihoiitl be
AGRk:3; _______ t______ _________ i_______ t _ ____ :________    nrjAGRFG
Ve m e  »-i triessing the beginning of the decline cml l.tl 1 cl tl... Unite-; Sl^ te.-,.
AGREE _______ i_______j_______ t ____  .1 _ t    : b ’SMlREG
Avowed HcMK.'r.ex’.al s should not le ji!ow:d t j te#t*i ir th' ic school systtds.
AG R E E____ _____  :_______ t________-______ r________ _ _ nf^'V'RfF
Soror itles and r‘r aterni t icr. should be car nr ■* i rcia i-ur i L<- i - ?. - ‘ : . i  • n c.gitpua elect.
AGREE_______ T_______ I_______•_______  I  r ■ ib/.Gkf.E
W C  t or.i* 11 cl. i jn and nr ? of nuclear 5<iMcr rJ V .  ; -he* 1 i -. .■ v-.' :V... -1 .
AGREE 1 1 1 : r _ii.A<3KfcV
* This form was originally 81}" X 11" in size.
The United Stater. nhould enact legislation restricting the sale and use of firearms.
A G R E E ________ :______ i r_________ i i 1 DISAGREE
Teaching is a haven for the incompetent.
A G R E F ________ :_____ ______ i____________   i________ DISAGREE
Public school printipais should be allowed to spank children.
A G R E E _________:________ :________ I ________ :____     DISAGREE
All e ’rriL. to of the hc-elth care delivery system should be nationalized.
AG RE I",  r ______: ________I__________:________r_  i ________ DISAGREE
Requ 1 r c ".Til '■ for being a teacher should bo strengthened.
AGREE .   .   I__________________ *_________ DISAGREE
Rri*gion has fa.’ed 1 0  rott the challenge ef the twentieth century.
AGREE  ___ . _____ _________ :_________  '________ 1___  DISAGREE
Avowed IF-l. 1 s the.,.)'.’ lave equal access to all jobs and opportunities.
A G k EI- ________ ■______ ___________ :_________:_________:__ t_____ ___DISAGREE
Sororities- and fraternities wield too ir.ach influence on camp'ra.
A G R E E   :_____  ■.________._________   :______ _ ! ________  DISAGREE
Fiton-in and ivil ictcr.or, should be allowed to sttike.
.‘. C R E E _______________ ■_ ______________: ........... i ________ . _____ t ______________ i________________DISAGREE
The Arae r . o.in t,Y. ?. i tarty shou id bo prohibited from holding pufcJ < c meetfngs,
AGREE ________ :________ :____   !___ r_______ I _________ DISAGREE
riord’ ctei.dh'O" i ■> the United 9tetce hav« little effect on the state of our nation.
AGREE . . :__     i_________r t   DISAGREE
it sho.'li !.*■ iileci.l for iiienc-n and policemen to strike.
AC MICE.... ..... ■______ ■__________»________ t________ »________ ;______ _  DISAGREE
lie should t '.■’ I l ii.ii p.. t.io  r i t j V v..;:.
fGFUR ____  ■_______  _  V _  .... ________ -________ =_________ DISAGREE
Vhe or 1 .■■■ . f if i i ■ h x . » .  • ; r olr.rdc In the •Sr.itid States thould be halted.
AGREE : : f DISAGREE
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All forms of corporal F^bl ehmen t should be prohibited In public Eciiools.
A G R E E _________:_________; i________ i_________; : PI SAGKEG
l!r Fiusr i f a] sex hha more advantages than disadvantages.
AGREE _  i _____  : :  I   : DISAGREE
The g ’orificatior of crime and violence in the movies and on te I" vic’on in
AGREE    -________ : ___ i_________I, __________________ PIGAGi;V:rt
Existing lavs guarantee the rights arid feet non of America,, kui..i-.i.
A G R E E  _ _ _ !______ _______ ___ 1________ : ;___    :_____ _ DISAGREE
The United States r.u a naticn is declining rtti«i t.ha.\ iTiirov't1;.
A G R E E ________ :_______ I_____ ;______________ :   : __ _  DISAGKrfi
Hiose xho (vn't, teach.
A G R E E   _ : ________ r _ _____:_________:________ : :   DI.SAGPrs
Restricting the sale and use ei fireatms will not deter cri/.e.
A G R E E _________r_____ _ r_____ __i ____ :_________  :__________(USAGE [■ K
Ac LSU partying it stresr''’d rather than learr.ing and inte 1 le,;t rial groehr.
A G R E E _________ r________r _________'■____   *__________r.LSAGWii
Gambling should be legal! ted ir. hew Cr leans.
AGREE _______:________ r________r_________r _____ ;_________ -_______  PI SAGi.EE
The Kgual Rightn Amendment should be ratified.
AGREE ____ T _  :________i____________  :_________ r_________Dlri.hCVVE
Grime und violence in the rrcvies and on television nhould tie e 1 ininvied
A G R E E ______________    i___________  i ________ t_ t______ PlSsCif.n
Vhe decl i r. i ng noral standards in the Ilriccd f.tstes c o o t  tit ice .. se.irur, it, 
in one .nation
A G R E E _________1________ :________ I_________:__________:_______ . ________1 1 ~ .M. t” :
Tr.e Acerican tlnrri Fitly has all the lights o' any other organ! *ior.
'.GKE7.______  r_____ :________t______ i__________ ;  r _  "'I£fr'. ' .
nhank you very much fo: your a.n’ijtinirt
c._ t
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Statement
Prostitution should be legalized.
Religion cannot meet the needs of the average 
American citizen.
The legalization of gambling in New Orleans 
will do more harm than good.
LSU is a distinguished institution of 
higher learning.
Health care should be brought under 
government control.
Existing teacher certification requirements 
are sufficient.
Laws prohibiting prostitution should be 
repealed.
We are witnessing the beginning of the decline 
and fall of the United States.
Avowed homosexuals should not be allowed to 
teach in the public school systems.
Sororities and Fraternities should be banned 
from participating in campus elections.
The construction and use of nuclear power 
plants should be continued.
The United States should enact legislation
restricting the sale and use of firearms.
Teaching is a haven for the incompetent.
Public school principals should be allowed 
to spank children.
1
^No response. 
jAgree with statement. 
Disagree with statement.
Results of Pre Pretest
. Results 
. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
00 18 11 04 16 09 07 23
00 07 04 08 17 07 17 28
00 20 07 08 20 06 09 18
01 25 26 07 13 08 03 05
00 13 11 09 18 07 05 25
00 11 05 II 21 08 16 16
03 17 09 07 18 04 08 22
00 14 08 17 13 11 07 18
00 27 07 04 15 12 09 14
01 21 02 05 13 08 06 32
00 35 10 10 09 04 04 16
00 20 07 08 10 05 12 26
01 02 03 07 28 14 09 24
02 26 04 09 05 06 09 27
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Statement . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
All elements of the health care delivery
system should be nationalized. 01 13 06 06 28 09 03 22
Requirements for being a teacher should be
strengthened. 01 34 19 20 07 04 01 02
Religion has failed to meet the challenge of
the twentieth century. 00 09 05 13 21 06 09 2b
Avowed Homosexuals should have equal access
to all jobs and opportunities. 01 12 07 09 14 10 05 30
Sororities and fraternities wield too much
influence on campus. 00 32 08 11 12 06 08 11
Firemen and policemen should be allowed to
strike. 01 27 08 10 08 06 10 18
The American Nazi Party should be prohibited
from holding public meetings. 01 35 04 05 08 08 09 18
Moral standards in the United States have
little effect on the state of our nation. 00 08 04 04 19 10 13 30
It should be illegal for firemen and policemen
to strike. 02 20 07 11 07 11 06 24
We should condemn premarital sex. 00 08 01 04 08 03 10 54
The construction of additional nuclear power 
plants in the United States should be
be halted. 00 14 03 01 11 10 10 39
All forms of corporal punishment should be
prohibited in public schools. 01 21 01 08 12 11 14 20
Premarital sex has more advantages than
disadvantages. 00 24 05 13 24 07 01 14
The glorification of crime and violence in the
movies and on television is harmful. 01 23 10 18 08 09 07 12
Existing laws guarantee the rights and freedom
of American women. 00 21 14 10 16 08 10 09
The United States as a nation is declining
rather than improving. 00 13 08 26 12 13 04 12
10 2
Statement . 1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Those who can't, teach. 08 12 02 07 28 05 05 21
Restricting the sale and use of firearms will
not deter crime. 01 30 10 05 04 09 09 20
A t  L S I )  p a r t y i n g  i s  s t r e s s e d  r a t h e r  t h a n
learning and intellectual growth. 00 04 08 19 11 11 07 19
Gambling should be legalized in New Orleans. 01 15 11 10 16 09 07 19
The Equal Rights Amendment should be ratified. 01 20 05 13 21 04 06 18
Crime and violence in the movies and on tele­
vision should be eliminated. 01 06 06 07 09 16 13 30
The declining moral standards in the United 
States constitute a serious threat
to our nation. 00 14 11 22 13 12 09 07
T h e  A m e r i c a n  N a z i  P a r t y  h a s  a l l  t h e  r i q h t s
of any other organization. 00 18 08 11 13 07 03 28
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* NOTE * —
* T O  BE R E T A I N E D  BY T H E I N V E S T I C-AK'” :
E X P E R I M E N T  SK'.N-Ul-
M y  s i g n a t u r e ,  un Chic sheet, >>y which I v" i cn l eer to 
e x p e r i m e n t  on nrr ; t u.ie rtm n r ..- n-- M  r* C o  i ■ ■ > M- * b~ 
s p o c e h  I nrnn.
c o n d u c t e d  by
inn. C l i f f  b u n n
i.Kper ieicr1tei
indicat that 1 unc.'i'retand tha t all suiiijcto in the p r o y. 
t h a t  1 c a n  w i t h d r a w  at any tire fi hr -.he rxper , thai
or v i l l  be i n f o r m e d  as to the r.-t r m  of the ■ t i v r i t f '  , *l'
I p r o v i d e  will be a n o n y m o u s  and my Mem/.! ty vi\! nn*- *'C r- 
m y  p e r m i s s i o n ,  a n d  that my per for.muree i;. tnit e>:('tr rricjii. 
for a d d i t i o n a l  a p p r o v e d  projeciit. Vine. 11 >, i ah,’’! b,_ 
to a ok q u e s t i o n s  pri o r  to the- rilui 1 oC the e> :-e i ; i t and 
p a t  ion is c o m plete.
par t icipa te in the 
1 j ; i ?. f n II in • 11 o
ct are volunteers, 
I l.u'.'t been 
-■> * tip da ( a
v: led v J . i ont
,i i •' be" ./r> c
.1 ar, 'jp;>or t'lis i tv 
- ' ■*:' i:' ■ n;: r L i c ( -
♦Original of this document was 8*j" X 11" and was xeroxed several 
times to add the appearance of a standard form.
NOTE
The Lf.U Fiiruni is a Speech department sponsored p.llic . r ' in ;.ciJ in t.h ■; 
fjnlon Colonarie. At each monthly meeting over 310 Etjdi_ntt. lifter, (boo, rise, 
etc.) to a speech for and a speech against a particular topic. At the end o f 
the forum they vote.
Please help us make the meetings interesting this tf-aetter indicilirg
your opinion on a number of subjects.
Irt each statement scale (illustrated below)
\s
GIPAIPHT
place an X in the Bpace that most nearly repte h i t ;u your opinion. Example;
Prostitution flravs other vices into the conn in i tv end r.rictfnic im.:; nj'.-.it 
prostitution should bo strongly enforced.
A G R E E _________ :___________  (     :   _  ; _ D! g*G?.R 1
C o n t r o l l i n g  firearms simply takes guns from foe r‘t.ts' end rin?. Ih^m in the 
d i shone st.
AGFGlj;_________J ____: _________ :__________ t   : ; _____  r  I  c A C R E i - .
The ( e shou l d  not be di scr lmina t ior. tg.iinst r it* > i_ r c .
A G R E E   _________j_________ :__________:_________: __________i________ t________  D I S A G R E E
P u t ting health care under government control would cuuno a :,u iuui b 3 i t  io r- 
a e i o n  of the health care delivery cyntem.
A G R E E __________ : : _  ___ :   ; ■  M.hAGilEE
It is d i f f i c u l t  to cor.tro1 d i s c i p l i n e  p r o b l e m  cfii'-'iien without the rinhr i.r spar,!'..
A G R E E _________ i__  ; t    •_________ ; _ tilSAC-R.EH
Pi ost i t u t f o n  lias nr place In a con.iun i t y .
A G T t L E  __   t   :_________________  ;  . _ i i i r
T h e  g o v e r n a e n t  should more tightly c o n trol firearas.
A G R E E   ____ j______ t____  i j  _  i _ . n.viRtt
It (.-.ould be against the iaw to citokc in publ i c  p’acca.
A G R E E  _  ; _ :___: ______ i ;  •   IG’V.c'uiG
Every fire an- r'nouid iic n g i S f S i t l  to -Jeter o r ims.
,\GI f o l   i _______ i __ ______ ; i   : _ r.';-.-y'R>h
* This form was 8%" X 11" in size originally.
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If y o u  e U m in a *■ e the right of a school to spank a child, you s e v e r e l y  hamper 
a tea c n e r  or a p i incfpal-
A G R E F __________ :_________ :__________i_________ :_________!__________ I_________ D I S A G R E E
P r o s t  itut ion t hou Id be legal 1z e d .
A G R E E __________ i_________ i    :__________:_________t :_________  D I S A G R E E
F i r e m e n  and p o l i c e m e n  should be allowed to strike.
A G R E E    :_________ s_________________________________________ D I S A G R E E
A 1 1 pmok t ng in p u b  I ic pi aces; shoul d he b a n n e d .
AG11EE :  :  ;_________ s_________ t ____:______ __ D I S A G R E E
T h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e n  should enact jegisi a t i o n  placing health care under g o v e r n ­
m e n t  c o n t r o l .
A G R E E  ___ _  :_______________ *_________ !_________ :_________ D I S A G R E E
L a w s  cbo u l d  be p a s s e d  that p r o h i b i t  fitt-men and policemen from striking.
A G R E E  __   ; _________ :__________;_______  :______ ___:__   s _________ D I S A G R E E
Ke P'pol. 16 d i r e ‘"in i.r eHc - ■_ t r 1 sex.
A G R E E ___________ J_______ :__________ :_____ „  = _ ______ ■_________ :_________  D I S A G R E E
In m o s t  cassr, the sparking z>r a child at school is unnecessary and ineffective.
A G R E E _________:_________ ;_________ :_________ ;_________ :_________ s_________ D I S A G R E E
l a w s  a g a i n s t  pi ojtit.ut.nin are u n ' a u  and shojId be repealed
A G R E E ___________   :_________ f _________ :_____ ___ ;_________ :_________D I S A C P E E
FJ t t-rtier- and po 1 jceiuen ate so e s s e n t i a 1- to the society that they can n o t  strike.
A G P E F  _________ :_________ :   : _______ :_________ :_________ :_________ D I S A G R E E
T h e  rsraoktr l.j' ..be r j gh L to i-unoke w h e liev c . he or s h e  pltat'es,
A G  R E G   _________  '_________ '________  . .___ <_________ __________ D I S A G R E E
G<wxi cj'.e should oe it’ade cv a . l a b l e  to ail citiaorr; e v e n  >f h e a l t h  c a r e
m u s t  be pul under qr.vei rrr'-nt control.
A G R E E   i  : t  ._____ ____•________ _i_________ D I S A G R E E
P u b l i c  fccI'Oi',1 p ■ t i p . -  ‘ .. ihi.-.ild L>e viirnvcd ►(.' cetnk '.-h ill: s u .
AfiNE^  ____   •_______ . ___ i__ ■.......<....... :___ ____ DISAGREE
flic Equal Ri',,- :; u- r i u  .* .’in .ld .. i„r i; ,
i*'7' 'r T TAG REE
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P r o s t i t u t i o n  laws are impossible to enf o r c e  and for Litis and uthei reasons  
t h e  lawa s h o u l d  be repealed.
A G R E E  ___________  :__________:__________I t_________ I___ _____ D I S A G R E E
H e a l t h  c a r e  should remain under the control of p r i v a t e  co m p a n i e s  and doctors.
A G R E E  __ __   :_ :_______________:_____ _ _ _  nrSAOPEr,
S m o k i n g  sho u l d  not be allowed in the Now O r l e a n s  Su pr r c o m e .
A g r e e __________ i_________t __________:______  : ; i _________ GISAGFJ3F
T h e  p r a c t i c e  of spa n k i n g  a c h i l d  at school should be e l i m i n a t e d .
A G R E E   ___________  1_______________  =____ :_________ 1______________SAGR F E
P e o p l e  s h o u l d  be able to buy f i r e a r m s  at w i l l .
A G R E E ___________ :__________________ 1_______L_____  !__________ '___  S'lSAOPEE
S a l a r i e s  of f i r e m e n  and p o l i c e m e n  are cn lew that t hey should be allowed 
t.« s t r i k e  ,
A G R E E  :  :  :  t ________________ :  „  _  blSAG.ti-1:
T o  cont.iol rising hea l t h  care c o s t s  they sho u l d  be pi]act'd under govei-me. >t 
c o n  t rol
AC.REi:___  :__________:__________ i__________ ; ;________    IjI S A G k E B
T h e  b'nitcd S t a t e s  sho u l d  e n act legisl a t ion resti ict ing the s ale end urr of 
t irearms.
A G R E E _________!_______________  :_____ ;    ; l   D I S A G R E E
T h e  l e g a l i z a t i o n  of g a m b l i n g  in N e w  O r l e a n s  will d o  m o r e  h a r m  than g;>od.
A G R E E   ___ :    _ :________   :   i    i_____:_____ DlSAGlidh,
S t r i k i n g  f i r e m e n  and p o l i c e m e n  so d i s r u p t  the soc i e t y  that t nsy nho u i d  not 
be a l l o w e d  to strike.
A G R E E  . t i l l ;
APPENDIX D 
Marketing Survey Form
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* NOTE
pfU S C ISJO N  K e K K E T IN G  SURVEY CORPORATION  
20121 VENTURA BLVD.
W O O D L A N D  HILLS, C A . 91364
? r >. ( . ;  s  ■'o r ,  M a r k e t i n g  S u l  v o >  C o r  j x . - r  a t  i  c m  i s  c o n d u c t i n g  a m a r k e t i n g  s u r v e y
f o r  a  i a i g c  n u u i u i  a t  t  u r  e i  o f  w i l i n g  i n s t r u m e n t s .  T h e y  a r e  t r y i n g  t o  d e t e r m i n e
p r e f e r e n c e s  o f  A m e r i c a n s  i n  f e l t  t i p  p e n s .
N o t e  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  e i g h t  ( 8 ) p e n  t y p e s  b e f o r e  y o u  ( l a b e l e d  A -  H )  .
V c u  a r e  t o  t r y  c e r t a i n  p e e g  a n d  i n d i c a t e  y o u r  p r e f e r e n c e .  S t a n d a r d  
• r i i t i u g  p a p e r  i s  s u p p l i e d . )
i n r :  o f  t h e  b i g  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  " f e l t  t i p  p e n s "  i s  t h e  k i n d  o f  t i p .  
r ' t i r . o  t r y  p e n s  A  P  a n d  O  a r i d  c i r c l e  t h e  l e t t e r  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  
t  ip y  ju p i  *■ ie -  -
L i ' h i : .  A  ( f e l t  t i p ]  B  ( n y l o n  t i p )  C  ( r o l l i n g  b a l l )
O n e  o f  t t . e  d i f f e r e n c e s  i o  c o l o r  o f  i n k .  T r y  p e n s  A  D E  a n d  F  a n d  t h e n  
t h e  1 v i t t e i  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  c o l o r  o f  i n k  y o u  p r e f e r .
" J ' . : ' L I  O ; " ’ ; A ( b l a c k )  D  ( r e d )  E  ( g r e e n )  F  ( b l u e )
‘J* - . C o  i n  i i . g  w > d r h  o f  l i n e  d r a w n  b y  t h e  w r i t i n g  i n s t r u m e n t ,  t r y  p e n s  A  a n d  G 
. ' d  ' ■ ■ i . c l -  - b e  p o i n t  s t y l e  y o u  p r e f e r .
. l V T h 1 r > t TF: A ' s t a n d a r d )  G ( f i n e  l i n e )
. i . Y .  : „ c  r r:'. j t i e  ■'ty’.ing o f  t h e  p e n  i t s e l f ,  l o o k  i t  p e n s  A P D r . r v i  C a n d  H
<r *  j c  1 1  t h e  ' a  1.1 a r  C ‘ ' r r t  f f ' o r - d  i n g  t o  t h e  s t y l e  o f  p e n  y o u  p r e  f  er .
" o -  l ■: H i t o  : * i t v . - i d  i f  ■'.) C ( i n o d e  r n ) H ( c ’- > n t e m p o r a r y )
r ' t  ? < u -  i t.! . o e i .  a  . a  . l i t , .  o f  o u r  a p c r  e o i i i t  i o n  f o r  y o u r  p a r t i c i p a t i o n
11: ' . .  j  • . i-. t • f  » . :  •> t i ■ • • • h ;  ■ ' -  e  L i
* This form was originally 8*1" X 11" in size.
A P P E N D I X  E
Posttest Attitude Survey Form Administered in LSU Union
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* NOTE
f ' r i n c c t r n  S f - in u Jr i f  A tt i  1 tide S u rv e y  
Topic 67
I N S T R U C T I O N S  ' 9iTCf it'Ii t'lliiTK V.  ^I jc* IK* pjj ■*!*>** Pul m«ji n*ir I]
t  a  <m M r r l  f t *  I l i l  M k n ^ r i t
1 Strong agreement
2  M o d i n t i  i | i i i m t r ' t
3 H I M  l | i t f  rn f  n t  
N  tit I ** I
5 M i l d
G Jlrff
y ? A c j * ■* nt n :
 ^ F 11 e so*  ^ « r<1 *, i> ' , t ^houH b » l i l i i f d  10 11 f j I * .
f- *  LV 1 Ir. o n . i J  f t t1 n  " !  T Pi B t £ | M  f I f T 1I *1 ,Ji» * A J ^ ll p 9 M  £ *  .*tl * r. i t 0 f
f I r c t, * . .i - J ,^j''sfTi4r * f « w  I’u n ’lul I j I h * aocltfty tr>*l i
1  t r i b, i P  U  1 ‘ 1 tf C  - f 4 «i t’ t i'i1 . <  a . u a  U  i. U  r U |  < 1 *  ! » ' ! . * ■  I IJ
A \ I v *r * f* ' 3 > ♦ i 1 t «
r*fl*tti youp •llllud*
■ 11 I king.
t i h f t j l d  not t o
* This form was originally Sh" X 11" in size.
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* NOTE
Princeton Standard Attitude Survey 
Topic 89
INSTRUCTIONS:   pl,t,
1 Strong t|rc«ni«nt
2 Modintt
3 WlM i(rt«rnint
4 H*utt j|
S Mild dli«f nimint
8 M#d#r#t« ditt(r««mmt
7 Strong itm«ni
Thtft AhoMld no I dllctlminitlon «{ilnft1 iniAlttri,
It t th* lie lo In public
. f.M pit*oVn| *n pit1
. „ v.« Imal.'tsg tlicMl J nj* b* ilU w i4  In th« N«ar O rL '|t>  lu p ift i im t.
v*a ( t v  vfTio^a" '  i C t r e l f -  o n # . }  Y a »  I t#
* This form was originally 8*j" X 11" in size.
APPENDIX F
Determination of the Hypotheses Relevant to the Experimental Design
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Appendix F.
Determination of Hypotheses that are Relevant 
to this Experiment's Design
If a 2X2X2 factorial analysis of variance is applied to the 
data, the factors would be:
Two levels of choice: a choice of whether or not to listen to 
the speech and no choice.
Two levels of initial attitude: subject’s initial attitude is 
in favor of the topic and subject's initial attitude is against 
topic.
Two types of warnings g iven about the pos i t ion to be taken by 
the upcoming speaker: the speaker is to speak in favor of the topic, 
and the speaker is to speak against the topic.
There would be seven degrees of freedom. These are:
1. Initial attitude main effect.
2. Choice-no choice main effect.
3. Initial attitude by choice-no choice interaction.
4. Speaker position main effect.
5. Initial attitude by speaker interaction.
6. Choice by speaker position interaction.
7. Initial attitude by speaker position by choice interaction.
To determine the relevant hypotheses, first we will take each
theory and assume a theoretical result if that theory were true.
For dissonance theory and moderation theory, the results would
-114-
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be 1 ike those shown in Figure F . 1. These results are expla ined in 
the results section of this dissertation. Using this data, the 
results of the seven degrees of freedom are charted for both 
theories.
The initial attitude main effect is depicted in Figure F.2. 
Note that by taking the theoretical posttest scores from the initial 
attitude for and against cells and adding them dissonance theory 
predicts an initial attitude main effect while moderation theory 
predicts no such main effect.
Therefore the initial attitude main effect might be a test of 
the hypothesis for dissonance theory but not for moderation theory. 
However, this result could be misleading. Since the subjects were 
assigned to treatment groups based upon their original attitude, 
this result must be interpreted carefully. If the experiment had no 
effect at all, there would still be an initial attitude main effect 
(measuring the initial subject placement), but this would not mean 
that dissonance theory was suppor ted. However, i f there were no 
significant initial attitude main effect and the direction of 
changes in mean scores fit the moderation theory, then with some 
confidence it could be concluded that the moderation theory had been 
upheld.
The second result from the analysis of variance is a choice main 
effect. By taking the theoretical posttest scores and categorizing 
them by choice and no choice for both theories, Figure F.3 is 
produced. By adding the results for each factor, equal scores are 
obtained. A dissonance choice main effect does not appear because
116
Initial 
Att i tude
Dif-
Chr
For (2)a
sonance Tt 
>ice
Against(6)
leory
No Ct 
For (2)
loice
Against(6)
Speech 
For (1)
Cell 1 
1.9C 
-.ld l
Cell 2 
4.0
-2
Cell 3 
2.0 
0
Cell 4 
5 
-1
Speech 
Against(7)
Cell 5 
4.0 
+ 2
Cell 6 
6.1 
+ . 1
Cell 7 
3.0 
+ 1
Cell 8 
6.0 
0
Initial 
Att i tude
Moi 
Ch 
For (2)
eration T! 
ice
Against(6)
eory
No C ; 
For (2)
oice
Against(6)
Speech 
For (1)
Cell 1 
3 
+ 1
Cell 2 
4
-2
Cell 3 
3 
+ 1
Cell 4 
4 
-2
Speech 
Against(7)
Cell 5 
4 
+ 2
Cell 6 
5 
-1
Cell 7 
4 
+ 2
Cell 8 
5 
-1
a. The theoretical beginning initial attitude. One indicates an at­
titude extremely in favor of the topic. Seven indicates an attitude 
against the topic.
b. The theoretical position of the speaker as perceived by the listener 
(same values as a) .
c. The theoretical mean of the posttest scores for this cell. For
this cell, initial attitude of 2 presented with a speech at 1
results in a posttest score of 1.9.
d. The theoretical difference or incremental amount of change in at­
titude. For this cell, initial attitude of 2 presented with a speech 
at 1 results in a posttest score of 1.9 or a change of -.1. Minus 
indicates the subject became more in favor of the topic. Plus 
indicates the subject became more against the topic.
Figure F.l. Predicted Values for 2X2X2 Randomized Factorial Design 
Predicted by Dissonance and Moderation Theories.
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DISSONANCE
For Against
6.1 4.0
4.0 1.9
6.0 3.0
5.0 2.0
21. 1 10.9
MODERATION
For Against
5 4
4 3
5 4
4 3
14 14
20 '  ‘
10 '  "
F A
20
10
F A
Initial Attitude Initial Attitude
Figure F.2. Dissonance and Moderation Theory Predicted Initial
Attitude Main Effect.
d i s s o n a n c e MODERATION
Choi co No Che i re Choice No Ch■ -- - ---
6.1 6.0 S 5
4 . 0 S. 0 4 4
4.0 3,0 4 4
1.9 2 . 0 3 3
10.0 1 0 . 0 16 16
3 6 -  16 " 0 16 - 16 *- 0
3 O' 
5
KC
IS 
io-
5
NC
Choice
Figure I .e. Pi :-:'or..v:ico -ur.cl Underotion Theory Predicted Choice
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the direction of the choice difference cancels out when summed across 
balanced initial attitude and balanced speaker position cells. From 
this exercise, it is concluded that the choice main effect will not 
be a test of the hypothesis for either the dissonance or moderation 
theory.
The third result from the analysis of variance is an initial 
attitude by choice interaction. By building a 2X2 cell and slotting 
the theoretical posttest scores for both of the theories into the 
four cells, Figure F.4 is produced. By applying the theories, (Steel 
and Torrie, 1960) the predicted interaction is computed. Dissonance 
theory predicts an interaction of 1.8 while moderation theory 
predicts no interactive effect. As the chart in Figure F.4 
indicates, the interaction is very slight. It is not caused by 
choice but by the differences in attitude movement in for-for as 
opposed to for-against cells. Again, the choice effect is cancelled 
by balanced speaker for and speaker against attitude movements. From 
the above study, one would have to conclude that there is a very 
slight initial attitude by choice interaction predicted by 
dissonance theory. For all practical purposes, no interaction would 
be expected. Therefore this is not a test of hypothesis for either 
theory.
The fourth result from the analysis of variance is a speaker 
position main effect. By taking the theoretical posttest scores and 
placing the figures in columnar form by "for" and "against" the 
topic, Figure F.5 is created. Adding the columns shows that both 
theories predict a speaker position main effect. However,
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DISSONANCE
INITIAL ATTITUDE
t o r AGAINST
1.9 + 4.0 4.0 + 6.1
CHOICE
5.9 10.1
NO 2 + 3 5 + 6
CHOICE
5 11
16.9 - 15.1 = 1.8
MODERATION
INITIAL ATTITUDE
FOR AGAINST
3 + 4 4 + 5
CHOICE
7 9
NO 3 + 4 4 + 5
CHOICE
7 9
16 - 16 = 0
0
5
AgainstFor
Initial Attitude
10
5
4-
For Against 
Initial Attitude
Figure F.4. Dissonance and Moderation Theory Predicted Initial
Attitude by Choice Interaction.
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DISSONANCE
For Against
1.9 4.0
4.0 6. 1
2.0 3.0
5.0 6.0
12.9 19.1
12.9 - 19.1 = -
20 -  -
10
F A
Speaker Posi t ion
MODERATION
Aga instFor
14 - 18 - -4
20
10
F A
Speaker Position
Figure F.5. Dissonance and Moderation Theory predicted Speaker 
Position Main Effect.
1 2 2
dissonance theory predicts a main effect of -6.2 while moderation 
predicts a main effect of -4. Both main effects are in the same 
direction and very close to each other. From the above, it is 
concluded that both theories predict a speaker position main effect. 
However, since it is in the same direction and of nearly the same 
magni tude, this test of hypothesis cannot be used for ei ther theory.
The fifth result from the analysis of variance is an initial 
attitude by speaker position interaction. Figure F.6 shows the 
results of taking the theoretical posttest scores and building a 2X2 
matrix, placing the scores in their appropriate cells. The same 
formula is applied and shows that neither theory predicts an 
interactive effect. The differences in the two main effects cancel 
each other out leaving a zero interactive effect. From this 
exercise, it is concluded that this interaction is not a test of the 
hypotheses.
The sixth result from the analysis of variance is a choice by 
speaker position interaction. Figure F.7 shows the same theoretical 
posttest scores built into a 2X2 matrix, with the scores placed in 
their appropriate cells. Applying the same formula dissonance 
theory predicts an interaction while the moderation theory does not. 
Dissonance theory posits that the choice-no choice effect will occur 
on both sides of the issue (speech for or speech against) . The 
speaker position difference almost cancels out leaving the choice 
main effect. All of the choice-no choice difference predicted by 
dissonance theory shows up in this test. If there is a significant 
interaction between choice and speaker position, and if the means
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DISSONANCE
INITIAL ATTITUDE
FOR AGAINST
SPEECH 1.9 + 2.0 4 + 5
FOR
3.9 9
4 + 3 6.1 + 6
SPEECH
AGAINST 7 12.1
16 -  16 =  0
10 -  -
AgainstFor
Initial Attitude
MODERATION
INITIAL ATTITUDE
FOR AGAINST
SPEECH 3 + 3 4 + 4
FOR
6 8
4 + 4 5 + 5
SPEECH
AGAINST 8 10
16 -  16 =  0
10 - -
AgainstFor
Initial Attitude
Figure F.6 . Dissonance and Moderation Theory Predicted Initial
Attitude by Speaker Position Interaction.
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DISSONANCE
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH 1.9 + 4.0 2 + 5
FOR
5.9 7
SPEECH 4.0 + 6.1 3 + 6
AGAINST 10.1 9
14. 9 - 17.1 = -2.2
10 -  -
Choice No Choice
MODERATION
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH
3 + 4 3 + 4
FOR 7 7
SPEECH
AGAINST
4 + 5
9
4 + 5
9
16 - 16 = 0
10
5
Choice No Choice
Figure F.7. Dissonance and Moderation Theory Predicted Choice 
By Speaker Position Interaction.
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seem to go in the correct direction, this would be a test of the 
dissonance hypothesis.
The seventh result from the analysis of variance is an initial 
attitude by choice by speaker position second order interaction. By 
taking the same theoretical posttest scores and building a 2X2 matrix 
for the initial attitude "for" and initial attitude "against", and 
fitting all of the cell scores into the proper column. Figure F.8 is 
obtained. By applying the formula, the two interactive effects are 
shown to almost cancel each other. It is possible that dissonance 
theory predicts a slight three way interaction while moderation 
theory predicts no interaction at all. Figure F.9 more graphically 
summarizes the pattern of means in the three way interaction. From 
these results, it appears that the second order interaction will be a 
test of hypothesis for dissonance theory.
Using the original chart of predicted theoretical posttest 
scores and subtracting them from the original scores, the same 
results are used to create a pattern which will indicate which of the 
tests in the 2X2 factor ial analys is of variance, using absolute 
difference scores, are significant to this study.
The 2X2 design described above yields three significant tests; 
a choice main effect, a dissonant-consonant main effect and a choice 
by dissonant-consonant interaction.
By placing the scores in a matrix, Figure F.10 is created. By 
graphing choice main effect, Figure F.ll is obtained. From this 
chart it appears that dissonance theory predicts a choice main effect 
while moderation theory does not predict such an effect. Therefore
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DISSONANCE
INITIAL ATTITUDE FOR
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH
FOR 1.9 2
SPEECH
AGAINST 4 3
4.9 - 6 = -1.1
MODERA
INITIAL ATTITUDE FOR
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH
FOR 3 3
SPEECH
AGAINST
4 4
7 - 7  = 0
FIGURE F.8. Dissonance and Moder 
Attitude By Choice B
THEORY
INITIAL ATTITUDE AGAINST
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH
FOR 4 5
SPEECH
AGAINST 6. 1 6
10 - 11.1 * -1 . 1
THEORY
INITIAL ATTITUDE AGAINST
CHOICE NO CHOICE
SPEECH
FOR 4 4
SPEECH
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it may be hypothesized that if a choice main effect occurs in this
statistical test dissonance theory provides the best explanation of
the results.
Tak ing the same scores and placing them in a column that
indicates the dissonant-consonant main effect, Figure F.12 is
obtained. From this chart it can be seen that both dissonance theory
and moderation theory predict the same effect in the same direction.
Thus it may be concluded that if a dissonant-consonant main effect 
occurs, it will not be a test of either theory.
Figure F.13 is obtained by taking the scores and placing them in
a matrix that indicates the choice by dissonant-consonant
interaction and applying the formula. From this chart, it is clear 
rhat dissonance theory predicts such an interaction while moderation 
theory does not predict such an interaction. It is concluded that if 
a dissonant-consonant by choice interaction is obtained then
dissonance theory best explains the results.
To summarize, the five major tests of the hypotheses are:
1. An 2X2X2 initial attitude main effect.
(Such a result must be carefully evaluated).
2. A 2X2X2 choice by speaker interaction.
3. A 2X2X2 choice by speaker by initial attitude interaction.
4. A 2X2 choice main effect.
5. A 2X2 choice by consonant-dissonant interaction.
These are the five hypotheses that form the basis of the study.
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